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Abstract

The human nervous system in the body is formed by multiple nerves that originate from
the spinal cord and that distally subdivide into fine nerve branches. Nerves in the body
serve vital functions including breathing, heart rate, temperature regulation and move-
ment of body parts. Neural pathology can impair essential physiological functionalities
thus requiring diagnosis and treatment. Due to its superb soft-tissue contrast and the abil-
ity to reach sub-millimeter resolutions, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a valuable
tool for the noninvasive examination of nerves outside the spinal cord. Thanks to the ad-
vances in high-resolution MRI, this imaging modality is used in the diagnosis and treatment
of peripheral neuropathy, muscle denervation, neurofibromatosis and nerve entrapment,
among other applications, as well as to provide guidance for perineural injections. MRI of
nerves outside the spinal cord requires high image quality as well as high resolutions in or-
der to resolve these fine structures, while isotropic resolutions can be needed to visualize
nerves with intricate geometries. Therefore, given the small sizes and complex geometries
of nerves outside the spinal cord, as well as the presence of magnetic-field inhomogeneities
in body imaging, MRI of this anatomy requires methods capable of achieving good signal
quality at high resolutions while being robust to distortion artifacts.

Morphological MRI can be used to detect changes in nerve structure but is limited to
the available contrast and can be insufficient in precisely identifying nerve injury, lead-
ing to the necessity of quantitative methods for a more accurate diagnosis of neuropathy.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), a quantitative MRI technique, has the ability to assess the
microstructural functionality of nerves and thus serves as a powerful tool to probe struc-
tural information that morphological methods are incapable of detecting. DTI can there-
fore help identify neural anomalies more accurately than morphological methods. In body
imaging, however, DTI methods are largely challenged by motion and magnetic-field inho-
mogeneities and require careful considerations in their design.

The present cumulative doctoral thesis assembles three journal publications with focus
on the development of state-of-the-art morphological MRI and DTI techniques dedicated
to solve the above-mentioned challenges using a 3D turbo spin echo (TSE) pulse sequence.
The work in the presented publications addresses (i) refocusing angle design in 3D TSE
imaging particular to the visualization of small nerves; (ii) vessel signal suppression in
motion-sensitized diffusion-equilibrium 3D TSE imaging of nerves in the extremities; and
(iii) isotropic-resolution 3D TSE diffusion tensor nerve imaging.

The work on refocusing angle design investigates the effects of blurring at the tissue
interface produced by the 3D TSE sequence using tissue-specific refocusing angle modula-
tion considering local geometric properties. A refocusing angle strategy is presented that
generates the highest possible signal for the minimum achievable blurring of small embed-
ded nerves. Signal response is evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively and is verified
by in vivo measurements of small nerve branches. The proposed tissue- and geometry-
specific refocusing scheme is shown to provide superior image quality compared to con-
ventional tissue-specific approach. High-isotropic-resolution 3D in vivo imaging of small
nerves is presented using the developed method in which fine nerve branches and their



substructures are well visualized and highly defined.
The work addressing vessel signal suppression in imaging of nerves in the extremi-

ties studies the distinct mechanisms available for suppressing the signal of slowly flowing
blood in small vessels taking into account the direction of flow. A methodology is presented
that combines motion and diffusion sensitization in specific directions for the maximum
suppression of vessel signal with the minimum attenuation of nerve signal. The developed
method is shown in vivo to provide superior vessel signal suppression in comparison to
conventional motion- and diffusion-sensitized methods. High-isotropic-resolution 3D in
vivo imaging with the developed technique is presented that clearly delineates nerves in
the lower extremities with minimum vessel-signal contamination in multiple spatial refor-
mats.

The work on DTI proposes TSE-based imaging for avoiding geometric distortions in
isotropic-resolution 3D diffusion imaging. The work presents a modified 3D TSE sequence
suitable for diffusion imaging in conjunction with a diffusion preparation developed for
the 3D TSE sequence and designed particularly for robust body imaging. Phase navigation
is incorporated into the 3D TSE sequence and a phase correction strategy is presented in
the image reconstruction in order to address motion-induced intershot phase errors. A
quantitative examination of motion-induced phase errors in diffusion-prepared 3D TSE is
presented and distortion-free isotropic-resolution 3D TSE DTI of nerves is shown in vivo
using the proposed method.
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Introduction

1.1 Magnetic Resonance Neurography (MRN)

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of proximal and distal nerves in the body, referred to as
magnetic resonance neurography (MRN), is an imaging tool that currently serves as a non-
invasive diagnostic alternative to electrophysiology in the evaluation of neuropathy and
nerve generation [1]. Thanks to the excellent soft-tissue contrast characteristic of MRI and
to recent advances in high-resolution two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
MR imaging, MRN is used in the diagnosis and treatment of peripheral neuropathy by ex-
posing abnormalities caused by nerve lesions, muscle denervation, neurofibromatosis and
nerve entrapment, among other applications, as well as to provide guidance for perineural
injections [2–7].

MRN comprises an assortment of imaging methods that utilize various contrast-generating
mechanisms and combine 2D and 3D imaging [8]. Among the contrast mechanisms avail-
able in MRI, morphological T

2

-weighted imaging is used conventionally in MRN for the
evaluation of neural pathologies such as changes in signal intensity, course, shape, size,
fascicular pattern, and for the detection of fibrosis or mass lesions [5]. 2D techniques are
conventionally used for inspecting the inner structure of nerve fibers using high in-plane
resolution, while 3D methods are widely used for isotropic-resolution imaging of nerves
with intricate geometries [9]. Given the small size of most nerves in the body and the preva-
lent presence of field inhomogeneity in diverse anatomical regions, MRI methods capable
of achieving good signal quality at high resolutions while being robust to distortion arti-
facts are mostly preferred in MRN.

Morphological MRN requires high nerve contrast. Since nerves are embedded either in
muscle or fat, muscle-signal attenuation and uniform fat suppression are techniques fre-
quently encountered in MRN. Given the necessity of high nerve signal and the presence of
field inhomogeneity in the body, careful considerations need to be taken when choosing
a method for fat suppression. MRN also requires the suppression of signal from adjacent
vessels that otherwise can obscure nerve visibility. Vessel suppression in MRN is conven-
tionally achieved using motion-sensitizing methods. A major challenge that persists in us-
ing such methods, however, is the difficulty to address unwanted signal from small vessels
without disrupting the signal of nerves [10], given the similar T

1

relaxation times between
blood and nerves and the long T

2

relaxation times of the two tissues.
Morphological MRN alone can be insufficient in identifying nerve injury, which is why

quantitative methods are needed for a more precise diagnosis of neuropathy [11–13]. Quan-
titative methods such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) have the ability to probe the microstructural functionality of nerve fibers [14, 15]
and are therefore used to obtain structural information that morphological MRN methods
are incapable of providing [16–19].
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1.2 Purpose of Thesis

As emphasized in Section 1.1, MRN is becoming a highly valuable tool in the clinical diag-
nosis and treatment of injury and disease of nerves in the body. Given the relative recent
demand for MRN in clinical applications, however, the development of MR methods that
fulfil the specific needs in nerve imaging continues to be a relatively novel field that re-
quires major advancement. This doctoral thesis had the aim to address a number of the
most relevant technical challenges that persist in MRN by means of the development and
improvement of techniques ranging from advanced methods for state-of-the-art morpho-
logical imaging to an elaborate quantitative technique that overcomes major imaging dif-
ficulties and is able to assess nerve microstructure.

1.3 Structure of Thesis

The present cummulative doctoral thesis has as its foundation the three journal publica-
tions listed in Chapter and provided in Chapter 5. The methodology developed for the
enclosed journal publications is introduced in Chapter 3, for which corresponding back-
ground is provided in Chapter 2. Lastly, the presented journal publications are discussed
in past, current and future perspectives in Chapter 6.
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Background

2.1 Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE)
Imaging

Rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE), also known as fast spin echo (FSE)
and turbo spin echo (TSE), is an accelerated spin-echo sequence consisting of an RF excita-
tion pulse followed by a train of refocusing pulses [20, 21], in which a spin echo is generated
for each refocusing pulse. Acceleration in RARE sequences is accomplished by means of the
individual spatial encoding of each produced spin echo, this way allowing the acquisition
of multiple k-space trajectories for a given excitation pulse. Although other encoding tech-
niques such as echo planar imaging (EPI) are capable of faster imaging, RARE sequences
have the advantage of being highly insensitive to off-resonance effects such as main B

0

field
and (tissue) susceptibility inhomogeneities.

Figure 2.1: Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) Sequence. The
sequence consists of selective 90± excitation followed by a train of refocusing pulsesÆi (i =
1, ..., ETL). The phase of the refocusing pulses (y) is shifted by 90± with respect to the phase
of the excitation pulse (x). Refocusing pulses are separated by twice the time between the
excitation pulse and the first refocusing pulse, ø. A crusher gradient is commonly placed
in the readout direction prior to the formation of each echo to eliminate undesired FID
signals.

Figure 2.1 shows a RARE sequence. Excitation in RARE uses a flip angle of 90± while
each refocusing pulse i in the train can have a different flip angleÆi of up to 180±. The total
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number of spin echoes generated per TR is equivalent to the number of refocusing pulses
following an excitation pulse and is referred to as the echo train length (ETL). The readout
of echoes in a RARE echo train employs identical gradient lobes to frequency-encode each
echo while spatial encoding varies between 2D and 3D acquisitions as well as with the
desired image contrast.

Single-Shot and Multishot RARE

RARE sequences are divided into single-shot and multishot sequences. Single-shot RARE
acquires the entire k-space data necessary to reconstruct an image in a single echo train
(or shot), while multishot RARE acquires a fraction of the k-space data in each shot and
in the end combines the k-space data from all shots for image reconstruction. In order to
achieve high resolutions, single-shot RARE needs to use long ETLs, which are frequently
still insufficiently long to acquire the entire number of phase-encoding steps for full k-
space coverage, thus requiring the reduction of acquired k-space lines in a shot (e.g., with
parallel imaging acceleration). Single-shot RARE is therefore compromised in SNR and
in attainable spatial resolution and is limited to 2D imaging. Moreover, since blurring
along the turbo phase-encoding direction in RARE imaging increases with echo spacing
and echo train length, single-shot RARE is also characterized and limited by blurring. Mul-
tishot RARE, on the other hand, can use shorter ETLs and can therefore offer higher res-
olutions, higher SNR and decreased blurring, and is the method of choice for 3D imaging.
Image quality in multishot RARE is further influenced by the scheme used to sample k-
space, since T

2

decay along the echo train and the associated modulation of k-space data
will result in different signal-intensity and blurring effects depending on the way k-space
is sampled.

3D RARE

3D spatial encoding in RARE imaging enables higher SNR efficiency than 2D encoding as
well as the acquisition of thin contiguous slices within reasonable times. 3D imaging is
therefore preferred in many isotropic-resolution applications and whenever higher SNR
is needed. 3D RARE can use selective or non-selective refocusing, but non-selective refo-
cusing is normally preferred since it reduces the spacing between refocusing pulses and
consequently increases the acquisition efficiency of the sequence. Phase encoding along
the echo train in 3D RARE is applied in the primary (denoted turbo) direction G

phase1

and
phase encoding in the secondary direction G

phase2

is carried out as in 2D encoding, one
phase-encoding step per TR (shot).

Low-Flip-Angle Refocusing and Echo Formation

With the purpose of reducing RF energy deposition and consequently the specific absorp-
tion rate (SAR) in an object, RARE sequences are commonly implemented with refocus-
ing pulses using flip angles smaller than 180±. The introduction of low flip angles into a
RARE sequence, however, has additional intricate effects on the RARE signal, which need
to be understood and taken into account for maintaining the proper performance of the
sequence [21].

Low-flip-angle multi-pulse refocusing in RARE sequences effectively enables partial ex-
citation, partial refocusing and partial restoration of signal in each refocusing pulse, de-
pending on the type of magnetization being affected. Transverse magnetization that expe-

4
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riences a phase reversal at every refocusing pulse produces a type of spin echo customarily
denoted primary spin echo. Longitudinal magnetization that is partially excited by a refo-
cusing pulse will produce an FID signal and, when further phase-reversed by following
refocusing pulses, will also produce a type of spin echo called secondary spin echo. Further,
whenever transverse magnetization is partially restored to the longitudinal axis by a refo-
cusing pulse and then reexcited by a subsequent refocusing pulse, a stimulated echo will
be formed. Therefore, three families of echoes are produced in a RARE sequence.

The CPMG Condition

The formation of three types of echoes in low-flip-angle refocusing introduces a complexity
into RARE imaging that requires specific requirements to be met in the sequence design.
Namely, the temporal positon of the refocusing pulses and their phases need to be adjusted
so that echoes are formed at the desired time points and in phase, thus giving way to con-
structive signal interference. The specifications for assigning the timings and phases to
the refocusing pulses in a RARE sequence are collectively referred to as the Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) condition [22] and consist of the following two criteria:

1. The phase of the refocusing pulses (y) is shifted by 90± with respect to the phase of
the excitation pulse (x); and consecutive refocusing pulses are separated by twice
the time between the excitation and the first refocusing pulse (ø in Figure 2.1).

2. The phase gathered by a spin isochromat between any two consecutive refocusing
pulses must be equal.

RARE sequences that satisfy the CPMG condition use the superposition of primary spin
echoes and stimulated echoes (FID signals and secondary spin echoes are eliminated with
crusher gradients). In terms of sequence design, the CPMG condition requires that all gra-
dients incorporated into the sequence are balanced throughout the echo train so that they
don’t alter the relative phase among echoes. Further, the CPMG condition for the conven-
tional RARE sequence (Figure 2.1) will be violated by spins carrying any additional incon-
sistent phase, such as moving spins.

Signal Modulation and Blurring

Given either pure T
2

decay (perfect 180± refocusing) or mixed T
1

and T
2

decay (low-flip-
angle refocusing) throughout an echo train, a certain signal modulation in in the primary
phase encoding direction will result, leading to blurring in that direction in the recon-
structed image. Flip angle modulation in RARE sequence design [23, 24] is commonly used
to balance relaxation-induced signal loss in an echo train, which can considerably reduce
blurring in the primary phase-encoding direction. The ordering of echoes into k-space [25]
will further influence how signal modulation is mapped and therefore the type of blurring
that will result. Blurring is, therefore, an inevitable artifact in RARE imaging.

2.2 Motion Sensitized Driven Equilibrium Magnetization
Preparation

MR methods that produce images with suppressed blood signal, commonly referred to as
black-blood methods, are necessary in many MR imaging applications where the inten-
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sity of blood signal contaminates the region of interest. Two methods typically used for
black-blood imaging are double-inversion recovery (DIR) [26, 27] and spatial presatura-
tion (SAT) [28, 29]. A requirement of the DIR and SAT methods for suppressing blood signal
is that the complete inflow of tagged (inverted or saturated, respectively) blood spins into
the imaged slice or slab takes place. DIR and SAT black-blood 2D imaging is feasible as long
as the imaging slices are thin enough to contain the tagged spins, which for many applica-
tions is generally the case. 3D imaging with the DIR and SAT methods, however, is difficult
to achieve since the complete inflow of tagged spins into the imaged slab might not be pos-
sible. A technique for overcoming the requirement of complete tagged inflow, originally
called driven equilibrium Fourier transform (DEFT) diffusion preparation, was proposed
by Koktzoglou et al. [30] for 3D black-blood imaging. Since the DEFT method is mainly
used for motion sensitization opposed to diffusion sensitization, DEFT diffusion prepara-
tion is more frequently referred to as motion-sensitized driven-equilibrium (MSDE) [31].

Motion-Sensitized Driven-Equilibrium (MSDE)

Figure 2.2 shows an MSDE preparation sequence. MSDE preparation consists of a 90

±
x

°
180

±
y

°90

±
°x

sequence of nonselective (hard) pulses and symmetric motion-sensitizing gra-
dients that have empirically determined properties for dephasing moving blood spins [31–
35]. A spoiler gradient is applied after the preparation period to spoil remaining transverse
magnetization.

Figure 2.2: Motion-Sensitized Driven-Equilibrium (MSDE) Preparation. The driven-
equilibrium RF configuration consists of 90±

x

excitation, 180±
y

refocusing and 90±
°x

restora-
tion (or tip-up) of signal. Motion-sensitizing gradients (gray) are placed symmetrically
around the refocusing RF pulse and can be enabled in all three encoding axes. A spoiling
gradient following signal restoration dephases remaining transverse magnetization.

Improved MSDE (iMSDE)

The MSDE sequence is mainly limited by signal loss [31] induced by T
2

relaxation, diffusion
and field imperfections such as eddy currents and transmit B

1

inhomogeneity. Multiple ef-
forts were made by Wang et al. to increase the robustness of MSDE to field imperfections by
means of modifying the RF design of the sequence [36]. The improved motion-sensitized
driven-equilibrium (iMSDE) (Figure 2.3) sequence uses double 180± MLEV-4 refocusing
[37], where the type of refocusing pulse can vary.
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2.3. Diffusion Imaging

Figure 2.3: Improved Motion-Sensitized Driven-Equilibrium (iMSDE) Preparation.
Two 180± refocusing pulses and alternating motion-sensitizing gradients (gray) are used
to improve the sequence’s performance in the presence of eddy currents and B

1

inhomo-
geneity.

Because of the nature of the motion-sensitizing gradients used in iMDSE sequences,
signal quality is also dictated by the first-order gradient moment (m

1

) and by the spin
velocity distribution within a voxel. That is, applications that require high m

1

values, such
as those needing suppression of slow-flowing blood, might need additional modifications
of the sequence in order to avoid m

1

-induced deterioration of image quality.

2.3 Diffusion Imaging

The concept of self diffusion was first introduced by Albert Einstein in 1905 in his studies
of Brownian motion [38]. Diffusion is effectively defined as the microscopic flux of particles
in a medium that results from a gradient in the particle concentration. Einstein proposed
that self diffusion, unlike diffusion, also leads to the result of particle flux but originates
purely in the presence of local concentration fluctuations by means of random particle
motion, referred to as Brownian motion. Macroscopically, Brownian motion of a species of
molecules can be observed and is described by a quantity specific to that molecular species,
called the diffusion coefficient. Einstein described macroscopic diffusion statistically as

< X >2= 2DT

d

, (2.1)

where < X >2 is the average mean-squared distance travelled by an ensemble of molecules
by means of diffusion in a single direction in a given period of time T

d

, referred to as the
diffusion time, and D is the diffusion coefficient.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is unique in that it is the only technique that can
non-invasively detect molecular diffusion in a microscopic scale. The translation of dif-
fusion NMR principles to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), enabling the generation of
quantitative maps containing information about the molecular dynamics and structural
properties of biological systems, has thus led to an enormous interest in the medical sci-
ences to develop the methodology necessary to achieve better and more precise diffusion
measurements.
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Chapter 2. Background

Diffusion Encoding

MRI pulse sequences can be diffusion sensitized by incorporating magnetic field gradients
with amplitudes and durations large enough to be sensitive to diffusion processes. Diffu-
sion gradients induce a change in the resonant frequency¢! of the spin ensemble affected
by Brownian motion that over a time t results in a phase accumulation ¡:

¡=
Z

t

0

¢!dt

0 = ∞
Z

t

0

G(t

0
) · r(t

0
)dt

0 (2.2)

where ∞ is the gyromagnetic ratio, G is the applied gradient waveform and r is the spa-
tial position of the affected spins. Molecules carrying a phase ¡ are effectively labeled
according to their diffusion properties and will yield an MR signal that is diffusion en-
coded. Namely, the measured diffusion signal is exponentially related to the variance of
the Gaussian distribution of the phase accumulated by the spin ensemble undergoing dif-
fusion, <¡2 >, and is described as:

S = S

0

exp(°<¡2 >), (2.3)

where S

0

is the signal in the absence of diffusion.
Various MR schemes exist for diffusion encoding. Stejskal and Tanner introduced the

pulsed field gradient (PFG) technique in 1965, most widely used since then in diffusion
MRI. The signal measured with the pulsed field gradient spin echo (PFGSE) sequence em-
ploying trapezoidal diffusion gradients, shown in Figure 2.4, is described by [39]:

S = S

0

exp{°∞2

G

2±2

[(¢°±/3)+≤3

/30°±≤2

/6]D}, (2.4)

where G , ±, ¢ and ≤ are the strength, duration, temporal separation and ramping duration
of the trapezoidal diffusion-encoding gradients, respectively.

Figure 2.4: Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo (PFGSE) Sequence. Trapezoidal diffusion
gradients (gray) are placed symmetrically around the refocusing RF pulse and occupy most
of the available time to maximize diffusion sensitivity.

A disadvantage of the spin-echo based PFGSE method is that increasing the diffusion
time, which is necessary for achieving higher diffusion sensitivity, results in signal loss
induced by T

2

relaxation. This problem is partially alleviated by the stimulated-echo ap-
proach proposed by Tanner in 1970 [40], which offers relatively longer diffusion times
without the penalty of signal loss from T

2

relaxation. Gradient echo diffusion sequences
exist but are less frequently used due to their sensitivity to T

§
2

relaxation effects and there-
fore to the associated short echo times required for maintaining acceptable SNR. Steady-
state free precession (SSFP) diffusion sequences, which incorporate gradient-echo-based
diffusion encoding, overcome T

§
2

-relaxation related signal loss but are in general highly
complex and susceptible to motion artifacts.
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2.3. Diffusion Imaging

The b-Factor

Regardless of the method used for diffusion encoding, the description of the signal mea-
sured in a diffusion experiment can be simplified by means of the so called b-factor, which
is a quantity that represents the diffusion sensitivity of the sequence. The b-factor encom-
passes the effective gradient waveform G of the diffusion sequence and is defined as [41,
42]:

b = ∞2

Z
T E

0

hZ
t

0

G(t0)dt

0
i

dt , (2.5)

where T E is the echo time of the diffusion-sensitized sequence. It is important to note that
the b-factor can only be used to describe free or isotropic diffusion. The assessment of
anisotropic diffusion is described in Section 2.3.

Noting the relationship between the phase ¡ in Equation 2.2 and the definition of the
b-factor in Equation 2.5, the Equation 2.3 can be written as:

S = S

0

exp(°bD). (2.6)

In words, molecules undergoing Brownian motion that are affected by diffusion gradients
yield an MR signal that is exponentially attenuated in proportion to their diffusion coeffi-
cient as well as to the diffusion sensitivity of the MR diffusion encoding sequence.

Spatial Encoding in Diffusion Imaging

Spatial encoding in diffusion imaging requires careful considerations. Schemes that re-
quire multiple k-space segments for the formation of a single diffusion image, which conse-
quently require individual diffusion encodings for each k-space segment, are highly prone
to unwanted phase shifts that originate from coherent and incoherent motion occurring
during the diffusion encoding period. The incorporation of k-space segments carrying dif-
ferent phase shifts into the reconstruction of the diffusion image results in imaging arti-
facts in the phase encoding direction, leading to incorrect and thus meaningless diffusion
information. Such diffusion-sensitized multishot methods therefore require additional de-
sign modifications as well as dedicated handling of the diffusion-encoded signals in the
image reconstruction, as discussed in detail in Section 2.3. Diffusion-sensitized single-shot
techniques, where all echoes required to form a diffusion image are obtained in a single ac-
quisition period, avoid motion-induced artifacts but are in general associated with spatial
resolution limitations.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging

Molecular mobility in biological tissues is frequently restricted, preventing diffusion to
take place uniformly in all spatial orientations. Since diffusion gradients can only encode
motion in the same direction in which they are applied, the observed diffusion-encoded
signal of molecules moving in a preferred orientation will be different for different gradi-
ent directions.

Anisotropic diffusion cannot be described by a single scalar diffusion coefficient and
requires a dedicated formulation to describe the observed MR signal. The diffusion tensor
was introduced in 1960 by Wilhelm Jost to describe diffusion along each orthogonal axis
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as well as the correlation among all axes. The diffusion tensor D is defined as:

D =

2

4
D

xx

D

x y

D

xz

D

x y

D

y y

D

y z

D

xz

D

y z

D

zz

3

5
. (2.7)

In the principal or main direction of diffusivity of the observed tissue, [x

0
, y

0
, z

0
], the dif-

fusion tensor is reduced to only its diagonal terms D

x

0
x

0 , D

y

0
y

0 and D

z

0
z

0 , which represent
molecular mobility in the x

0, y

0 and z

0 directions, respectively. The measured diffusion-
encoded signal of molecules experiencing anisotropic diffusion is expressed in the refer-
ence frame of the tissue as:

S = S

0

exp(°b

x

0
x

0 °b

y

0
y

0 °b

z

0
z

0
), (2.8)

where b

i i

are now the elements of the b-matrix, which replaces the b-factor described by
Equation 2.5. Experimental diffusion measurements are made in the reference frame of the
gradients [x,y,z] and not in that of the tissue. In the gradient reference frame, where the
nondiagonal elements of the b-matrix and of the diffusion tensor couple with one another,
the measured signal becomes:

S = S

0

exp(

X

i=x,y,z

X

j=x,y,z

b
i j

D
i j

). (2.9)

The estimation of the diffusion tensor is necessary to measure anisotropic diffusion.
Once the diffusion tensor is obtained, multiple metrics can be derived that describe the
microscopic structure of the measured tissue. The root mean squared (rms) dispalcement
of particles diffusing in a medium is commonly described by the diffusion ellipsoid. Diffu-
sion taking place in an isotropic medium is associated with a spherical diffusion ellipsoid.
For the case of diffusion in anisotropic media, the diffusion ellipsoid is either prolate or
oblate and its three principal directions coincide with the eigenvectors of D.

The eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor, denoted ∏
1

, ∏
2

and ∏
3

, are rotationally invariant
scalars that quantify the length of the main axes of the diffusion ellipsoid and collectively
describe its shape. The axial diffusivity AD = ∏

1

describes diffusion along the main axis of
the diffusion ellipsoid. Conversely, the radial diffusivity RD = (∏

2

+∏
3

)/2 describes diffu-
sion in the plane of least diffusivity. Moreover, the mean diffusivity MD = (∏

1

+∏
2

+∏
3

)/3

describes the orientation-averaged diffusion. Lastly, a parameter used to characterize the
effective shape of the diffusion ellipsoid, or the degree of anisotropy in a medium, is the
fractional anisotropy:

F A =
s

1

2

(∏
1

°∏
2

)

2 + (∏
1

°∏
3

)

2 + (∏
2

°∏
3

)

2

∏2

1

+∏2

2

+∏2

3

. (2.10)

Phase Errors in Diffusion Imaging

The sensitivity of diffusion MRI for detecting microscropic motion has the unavoidable
disadvantage of also being susceptive to all kinds of motion of larger scales. Macroscopic
motion in in vivo imaging can originate from multiple sources, ranging from subject mo-
tion to cardiac-produced pulsations, breathing and involuntary organ movement. In most
cases, however, macroscopic motion occurs in an unpredictable, unreproducible manner.
Therefore, since non-diffusion motion occurring during the diffusion-encoding period of a
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2.3. Diffusion Imaging

diffusion acquisition affects the diffusion-encoded phase in an unaccountable manner, the
resulting phase effects will interfere with subsequent spatial encoding and consequently
with image reconstruction.

Motion taking place during a diffusion acquisition leads to the accumulation of an ad-
ditional phase on the diffusion-encoded signal that is proportional to the speed of motion
[43]. Depending on the type of non-diffusion motion, the distributions in k-space and in
image space of the resulting accumulated phase will take on different characteristics. It
can be shown that translational motion in the direction of the applied diffusion-encoding
gradient produces a uniform phase shift both in k-space and in image space, while rota-
tional motion about an axis perpendicular to the applied gradient generates a shift of the
center of k-space and consequently, according to the Fourier shift theorem, a linear phase
in image space. Rigid body motion, which is a combination of translational and rotational
motion, therefore results in a phase distribution with offsets in k-space and with constant
and linear variations in image space. In practice, however, motion disrupting a diffusion
acquisition will not be purely rigid and will accumulate a nonlinear phase on the diffusion-
encoded signal in the image domain.
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Methodology

3.1 Flip Angle Optimization of the 3D Turbo Spin Echo Se-
quence

Need for Isotropic High-Resolution 3D Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging of the nervous system in the body has become an increas-
ingly used diagnostic tool in the assessment of nerve lesions [1]. Isotropic, high-resolution
3D MR imaging particularly provides high accuracy in the evaluation of nerves with high
obliqueness. Due to its robustness to off-resonance and susceptibility effects, 3D spin echo
imaging based on rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE), also known as
3D fast spin echo (FSE) and 3D turbo spin echo (TSE), has become a reliable technique for
realizing isotropic, high-resolution T

2

-weighted imaging of nerves with complex geome-
tries [44, 45]. These sequences are, however, inevitably affected by blurring artifacts as
well as by the compromise between achieving the spatial resolution needed to delineate
small nerves and the requirement of sufficient signal needed to visualize fine nerve struc-
tures.

Characterization of the TSE Signal

Section 2.1 described the principles of TSE sequences. Figure 3.1 shows a 3D TSE sequence
employing variable flip angles. For a material with a known relaxation time T

2

, the ob-
served magnitude of the nth echo in a TSE train employing perfect 180± refocusing pulses
is expressed as

s

n

= s

0

exp(°TE

n

/T

2

) (3.1)

where s
0

is the echo magnitude prior to dephasing and relaxation and TE
n

= n 2ø is the time
of the corresponding echo formation with respect to the first refocusing pulse. In the case
where the refocusing pulses employ low flip angles (i.e.,Æ < 180±), the amplitude of the nth
echo will depend on T

2

, T

1

and on the flip angles of all preceding refocusing pulses. There-
fore, finding an analytical expression of the signal observed throughout the echo train of
a TSE sequence employing low-flip-angle refocusing becomes highly complex and unprac-
tical. Extended phase graphs (EPGs) [21, 46–55] are a numerical tool that computes the
Fourier decomposition of the magnetization in evolving dephasing states along an echo
train. EPGs can quantize the magnetization along all spin-echo and stimulated-echo path-
ways [55] and are therefore a popular alternative for assesing the signal response of pulse
sequences with long flip angle trains.



3.1. Flip Angle Optimization of the 3D Turbo Spin Echo Sequence

Figure 3.1: 3D Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) Sequence. A train of refocusing pulses with flip
angles Æi (i = 1, ..., ETL) follows 90± excitation. The timing and phases of all RF pulses is
set according to the CPMG condition.

3.1.1 Tissue-Specific Flip Angle Design

Numerical tools such as EPGs further allow the computation of flip angles for the refocus-
ing pulses in a TSE train in order to meet user-defined signal requirements [23]. Tissue-
specific flip angle modulation consists of specifying objective intensities for the echoes in
the TSE train and calculating the flip angles that produce these intensities given known
T

1

and T
2

values and sequence parameters. For a given imaging application, the signal re-
sponse of a tissue of interest can therefore be tailored to have specific properties by means
of designing an appropriate flip angle scheme.

Tissue-specific flip angle trains generated with EPGs in this work were obtained from
desired k-space signals along the TSE echo train, namely consisting of a signal plateau with
high intensities for most of the echoes in the train. The generated flip angles had an initial
stage of quickly decreasing flip angles in order to reach a temporary steady state, referred
to as pseudo steady state (PSS), that is necessary for reducing signal oscillations [56–58]
and maintaining a steady signal throughout the echo train. Flip angle modulation followed
the PSS stage in a free fashion and finalized in an increasing linear manner, a common flip
angle design that slows the effective rate of T

2

relaxation and at the end uses the resulting
reservoir of longitudinal magnetization to maximize signal generation steadily throughout
the echo train and to reduce blurring. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a tissue-specific flip
angle design for a TSE sequence and the corresponding signal responses simulated with
EPGs for two tissues.

3.1.2 Geometry-Specific Optimization

In multi-tissue imaging, the interaction between the blurring mechanisms of two neigh-
boring tissues determines the appearance at their interface. The geometry of the imaged
tissues also influences the effective blurring mechanisms, since blurring in imaging of large
embedded objects results in a loss of edge sharpness and in imaging of small embedded
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Figure 3.2: Flip Angle Modulation and Signal Response. The flip angle design (left)
consists of a rapid pseudo steady state (PSS) decrease followed by free modulation and
ending in a linear increase. The corresponding signal response simulated with EPGs (right)
for the tissue of interest (tissue 1) consists of a signal plateau followed by T

2

decay. Flip
angle modulation yields less steady signal and more pronounced T

2

decay for a second
affected tissue (tissue 2). Signal decay at high ky values leads to k-space filtering of high
frequencies and thus to blurring after image reconstruction. ETL = 150.

objects additionally can result in a loss of signal intensity [59, 60]. In the present work, the
effects of flip angle design in 3D TSE on signal loss and blurring of small embedded objects
were assessed and used for the development of an optimization scheme for flip angles that
balances signal intensity and sharpness.

The trade-off between signal intensity and width broadening for small embedded ob-
jects was evaluated by means of simulating, within a constrained sequence-parameter space,
the k-space signal response of an embedded object with specific relaxation properties in
different geometric settings. Signal intensities were obtained directly from the echo am-
plitudes at the k=0 positions in all echo trains while width broadening was measured from
the spatial blurring of the simulated geometric profiles induced by each image-space sig-
nal response. The optimized configuration of sequence parameters was then defined as the
point in the user-defined sequence-parameter space at which maximum signal is reached
with a minimum width broadening.

3.2 Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized Magnetization Prepa-
ration

The improved motion-sensitized driven-equilibrium (iMSDE) sequence was described in
Section 2.2. The iMSDE sequence including modifications for body imaging that was used
in this work is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

The signal of spins moving with constant velocity d x/d t observed after motion encod-
ing in the y direction and before the 90±

°x

(tip-up) pulse is described as

M

°
x y

= M

0

e

°bD

Z

¢y

e

i¡(y)

d y (3.2)

where M

0

is the magnetization prior to any dephasing, b is the b-factor associated with the
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3.2. Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized Magnetization Preparation

Figure 3.3: Improved Motion-Sensitized Driven-Equilibrium (iMSDE) Preparation
Sequence. For the RF component, a DRHS design is used to improve robustness against
B

0

and B
1

inhomogeneities. Motion-sensitizing gradients (gray) applied in the y direction
have strength G , duration d and separation T . A pair of bipolar gradients precedes excita-
tion for the minimization of eddy currents.

effective waveform of the motion-sensitizing gradients, D is the diffusion attenuation co-
efficient of the imaged material, ¢y is the dimension of the imaged voxel in the y-direction
and ¡(y) is the phase accumulated by the moving spins at position y within the voxel. The
signal of moving spins is therefore affected both by diffusion effects as well as by dephasing
due to coherent motion.

Dephasing Induced by Coherent Motion

The phase accumulated by coherently moving spins within a voxel after motion encoding
in the y direction can be described as having two contributions, ¡

0

and ¡intra(y)

¡(y) =¡
0

+¡intra(y). (3.3)

The term ¡
0

is the induced phase at the center of the voxel conveying the average velocity,
acceleration and higher-order terms of the contained spins. The term ¡intra(y) represents
the phase accumulation at position y in the voxel and scales with the intravoxel velocity
dispersion at that position. These two dephasing mechanisms are described as

¡
0

= ∞
Z

t

0

G(t

0
) · x¢y

d t

0

= ∞
∑

m

0

µ
d

0

x

d t

0

∂

¢y

+m

1

µ
d x

d t

∂

¢y

+ higher orders
∏ (3.4)

and

¡intra(y) = ∞
∑

m

0

d

0

x(y)

d t

0

+m

1

d x(y)

d t

+ higher orders
∏

(3.5)

where G is the amplitude of the motion-sensitizing gradients, x¢y

is the position of the
center of the voxel and m

0

and m

1

are the gradient zeroth and first moments, respectively,
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defined as

m

0

=
Z

T E

0

G(t )d t = 2Gd

and

m

1

=
Z

T E

0

G(t )td t = 2Gd(d +T ).

(3.6)

Therefore, m

1

-induced attenuation of the iMSDE signal scales with strength, duration and
separation of the motion-sensitizing gradients.

Diffusion Attenuation

The b-factor for the gradient waveform in Figure 3.3 is given by

b = (2º)

2

Z
T E

0

k

2

(t )d t

= 2(GdT )

2

≥
T + 2

3

d

¥ (3.7)

where k(t ) is the k-space position achieved by the gradient waveform at time t . The dif-
fusion attenuation of the iMSDE signal therefore scales with the strength, duration and
separation of the motion-sensitizing gradients.

The iMSDE Signal

Given equations 3.2 through 3.7, the prepared signal for spins encoded with a gradient
applied in the y direction observed after the 90±

°x

tip-up pulse can described as

M

+
z

= M

0

e

°bD cos
≥
∞

1X

n=0

m

n

Æn

0

¥ 1Y

n=0

Z

¢y

e

i∞m

n

Æn

(y)

d y (3.8)

where n denotes the order of motion and Æ is defined as Æ ¥ d

n

x/d t

n . Therefore, the
iMSDE signal is dependent on the effects of the gradient waveform contained in the b-factor
and in the gradient moments as well as on the voxel size, the imaged material’s diffusion
coefficient and the order of motion experienced by the imaged spins.

3.2.1 Orthogonally Combined Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized Driven
Equilibrium (OC-MDSDE)

The iMSDE sequence has been shown to suppress the signal of fast-flowing blood [31, 61–
63]. The problem of suppressing the signal from slow-flowing blood, however, requires
that the first gradient moment m

1

be substantially increased, which in turn increases the
sensitivity to motion and can lead to artifacts. Velocity compensation, namely m

1

-nulling,
will lead to a preparative sequence that is less sensitive to motion effects. The resulting
diffusion-sensitized driven-equilibrium (DSDE) sequence is also capable of attenuating
blood signal due to the significantly higher diffusion coefficient of blood compared to other
tissues. In the particular case when the tissue of interest is anisotropic (i.e., it has a prefer-
ential diffusion direction), diffusion-sensitizing gradients can be applied perpendicular to
its principal diffusion axis in order to minimize its signal attenuation.
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The orthogonally combined motion- and diffusion-sensitized driven equilibrium (OC-
MDSDE) sequence developed in this work (Figure 3.4) was specifically designed for an
anisotropic tissue of interest that has a preferential orientation perpendicular to the ori-
entation of nearby blood flow.

Figure 3.4: Orthogonally Combined Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized Driven Equi-
librium (OC-MDSDE) Preparation Sequence. The motion-sensitized (m

1

> 0) compo-
nent uses low gradient strengths G

pl

in the direction parallel to the preferential orientation
of the tissue of interest. The diffusion-sensitized (m

1

= 0) component uses high gradient
strengths G

pp

perpendicular to the principal diffusion axis of the tissue of interest. Double-
bipolar and quadruple-monopolar gradient pulses are used, respectively, before excitation
for minimizing eddy currents.

3.3 Phase-Corrected Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin
Echo Imaging

3.3.1 Overview of Acquisition Methods for Diffusion Imaging in the
Body

EPI Apporoach

Single-shot echo planar imaging (ss-EPI) has been the conventional imaging technique in
diffusion MRI due to its encoding speed and its unmatched insensitivity to motion effects.
A major problem in ss-EPI imaging is the low bandwidth in the phase encoding direction
characteristic of the sequence’s k-space sampling. The slow traversal of k-space in ss-EPI
phase encoding leads to geometric distortions when imaging in the presence of B

0

inho-
mogeneities (e.g., near air-tissue interfaces), which are prevalent in the body. Geometric
distortions result in distorted anatomies as well as in signal-intensity modulations, or sig-
nal pile-ups, which interfere with the correct assessment of an anatomical feature as well
as with diffusion quantification. For a given amount of B

0

inhomogeneity, geometric dis-
tortions in ss-EPI worsen with both echo spacing and with the FOV in the phase-encoding
direction, making this method unsuitable in isotropic-resolution and large-FOV diffusion
imaging. Moreover, low phase bandwidth in ss-EPI also leads to severe chemical shift arti-
facts in that direction. Quantitative diffusion imaging with ss-EPI in the body is therefore
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particularly vulnerable to quantification errors in the presence of B
0

inhomogeneities and
incomplete fat suppression.

Multishot acquisition in EPI can increase the bandwidth in the phase-encoding direc-
tion, alleviating –but not totally reducing, the chemical shift and susceptibility problems
associated with ss-EPI. An overview of the development of EPI acquisition methods in con-
text of diffusion imaging is presented below in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Overview of EPI-Based Acquisition in Context of DWI
Acquisition Progress Properties

Single-shot DW EPI

� Fast in low-resolution imaging
� Insensitive to motion

�
Sensitive to gradient-induced distor-
tions

� Sensitive to ¢B

0

-induced distortions

�
Sensitive to chemical-shift water/fat
pixel displacements

2D Multishot DW
EPI (e.g., segmented
EPI,
segmented-readout
EPI (sr-EPI),
reduced-FOV (rFOV)
EPI, simultaneous
multislice (SMS) EPI,
PROPELLER-EPI)

�
Less sensitive to ¢B

0

-induced distor-
tions than single-shot

� Corrects for motion using 2D navigation

�
SMS and PROPELLER: can achieve high
isotropic resolutions rapidly and with in-
creased SNR efficiency

� Still sensitive to¢B

0

-induced distortions

�
Sensitive to gradient-induced distor-
tions

� Slower than single-shot

3D Multishot DW
EPI (e.g., 3D multislab
EPI)

� Higher SNR efficiency than 2D

�
Improved through-plane resolution
compared to 2D

� Corrects for motion using 2D navigation

�
Multislab: similar acquisition time as
single-shot

� Still sensitive to¢B

0

-induced distortions

�
Sensitive to gradient-induced distor-
tions

�= Advantage/Improvement; �= Remaining problem
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3.3. Phase-Corrected Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin Echo Imaging

TSE Approach

Spin-echo-based imaging methods such as fast spin echo (FSE) or turbo spin echo (TSE)
circumvent the susceptibility and chemical shift problems encountered in EPI-based imag-
ing. In TSE imaging, the employment of multiple refocusing RF pulses during readout leads
to lower SNR and longer scan times than EPI sequences. Particularly in TSE-based diffusion
imaging, the usage of refocusing pulses imposes additional constraints on the magnetiza-
tion used to generate a diffusion-weighted spin-echo signal, which need to be taken into
account when designing the diffusion-weighted TSE sequence. Namely, TSE sequences re-
quire that the phase of the refocusing pulses used in each echo train matches the phase of
the rotating spins creating magnetization (the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) condi-
tion [22]), which in general will not be met in the presence of any unknown phase accu-
mulated during a preceding diffusion encoding module. TSE sequences used for diffusion
imaging therefore require careful sequence modifications.

Multishot TSE has the advantage of achieving higher spatial resolutions than single-
shot TSE. 3D TSE, always employing multishot spatial encoding, has the further advantage
of achieving isotropic resolutions, providing an additional diagnostic perspective in cer-
tain applications of DWI and DTI in body imaging. Employing a multishot readout in TSE
diffusion imaging, however, leads to the occurrence of intershot phase inconsistencies pro-
duced by random motion during diffusion encoding. As explained in Section 2.3, phase
variations originating from motion will have additional unwanted effects on the diffusion-
weighted TSE signal that require further modifications of the diffusion-sensitized mul-
tishot TSE sequence. Phase navigation directly measures any phase accrued during the
diffusion-encoding period and is the only alternative in Cartesian diffusion imaging for the
correction of motion-induced phase inconsistencies.

Various methods are available for adapting a TSE sequence for DWI, each of them pos-
ing advantages and disadvantages (see overview in Table 3.2 below). A method for adapt-
ing any TSE readout (single-shot, 2D/3D multishot) for diffusion imaging (with focus in
body applications) was developed in this work and is described next in Sections 3.3.2 and
3.3.3.
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Chapter 3. Methodology

Table 3.2: Overview of TSE-Based Acquisition in Context of DWI
Acquisition Progress Properties

Single-shot DW TSE
(e.g., displaced
U-FLARE, SPLICE,
phase-insensitive
TSE, ss-MGOT,
PROPELLER TSE)

� Fast in low-resolution imaging

�
Highly robust to ¢B

0

-induced distor-
tions

�

PROPELLER TSE: increased SNR, insen-
sitive to in-plane motion, robust to
through-plane motion, averages remain-
ing phase inconsistencies

�

Cartesian sampling: in the presence of
motion requires strict RF tailoring and
the removal of non-CPMG echoes (vari-
ous methods)

�
Removal of non-CPMG echoes results in
signal loss and possibly in long echo
spacings (displaced U-FLARE, SPLICE)

2D Multishot DW
TSE (e.g., multishot
PROPELLER,
multishot SPLICE
PROPELLER,
multishot TSE with
POCMUSE
reconstruction)

� Higher SNR compared to single-shot

�
Higher achievable resolution than
single-shot

� Slower than single-shot

�
Requires 2D navigation for the correc-
tion of motion-induced intershot phase
inconsistencies

�

POCMUSE: Alleviation of motion-
induced artifacts without navigation
requires iterative phase correction
reconstruction

3D Multishot DW
TSE (e.g., DPsti-TSE)

� Higher SNR efficiency compared to 2D

�
Improved through-plane resolution
compared to 2D

�
Requires 2D or 3D navigation for the cor-
rection of intershot phase inconsisten-
cies

�
DPsti-TSE: No phase correction leaves
method sensitive to motion-induced in-
tershot phase inconsistencies

�

Phase-Corrected Diffusion-Prepared 3D
TSE (present work): Uses 2D phase
navigation at no additional SNR- or
scan-time-cost to correct for motion-
induced phase errors in thin-, single-slab
isotropic-resolution 3D imaging

�= Advantage/Improvement; �= Remaining problem; �= Presently implemented
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3.3. Phase-Corrected Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin Echo Imaging

3.3.2 Diffusion-Prepared 3D TSE

Diffusion sensitization in 3D TSE sequences can be attained by means of diffusion-sensitized
driven equilibrium (DSDE) placed before the 3D TSE imaging acquisition. The PFGSE-
based DSDE preparation used in the present work, which was adapted to specific needs of
body DW 3D TSE imaging, is shown in Figure 3.3.2. DSDE RF consists on signal excitation,
refocusing and restoration and, in the absence of gradients, results in a purely T

2

-weighted
signal. A modified four-segment B

1

-insensitive rotation (BIR-4) RF configuration is used
for improved robustness to B

0

and B
1

inhomogeneities commonly encountered in body
imaging [64–66]. Diffusion encoding in the present DSDE sequence uses a PFGSE design
to minimize the preparation duration TE

prep

. Driven-equilibrium-based diffusion encod-
ing is used to satisfy the CPMG condition in TSE imaging, which, owing to the restoration
RF pulse, will be satisfied even in the presence of additional phase terms in the prepared
signal.

Phase terms additional to the desired diffusion-encoding phase can arise from eddy
currents caused by switching diffusion gradients and from motion of the imaged object.
Eddy-current- and motion-induced phase terms lead to signal magnitude modulations and
need to be accounted for.

Figure 3.5: Diffusion-Prepared 3D TSE. The adiabatic diffusion-sensitized driven equi-
librium (DSDE) preparation consists of a modified BIR-4 pulse for minimizing transmit
B

1

effects, where (i) indicates excitation, (ii) refocusing and (iii) restoration of signal.
Diffusion-sensitizing gradients (gray) arranged in a PFGSE configuration are placed sym-
metrically around the refocusing RF segment for minimizing the preparation duration
TE

prep

. Restoration of prepared signal satisfies the CPMG condition of the TSE imaging
sequence. A spoiling gradient after signal restoration removes residual transverse magne-
tization before the 3D TSE imaging acquisition.

3.3.3 Correction of Phase Errors in Diffusion-Prepared 3D TSE

Signal Magnitude Modulation

Van et al. [67] showed that the magnetization of a single voxel after diffusion encoding
before (M

°
x y

) and after (M

+
x y

) signal restoration, or signal tip-up, (see Figure 3.5) is given
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by

M

°
x y

= M

pr ep

e

iº/2

e

i¡
,

M

+
z

= M

pr ep

cos(¡),

(3.9)

where M

pr ep

is the magnitude of the prepared magnetization including T
2

decay and diffu-
sion attenuation. The constant phase term of º/2 is a consequence of TSE excitation along
the x-axis and refocusing along the y-axis and the phase term¡ is any eddy-current and/or
motion-induced phase generated during the diffusion encoding period.

After T
1

relaxation in the time between the restoration RF pulse of the diffusion prepa-
ration and the excitation pulse of the TSE imaging acquisition, denoted T M , the prepared
(longitudinal) magnetization is expressed as

M

°
z

= M

pr ep

cos(¡)e

°T M/T

1 + M

0

(1°e

T M/T

1

), (3.10)

where M

0

is the equilibrium magnetization of the spins in the voxel. For any flip angle of
the refocusing RF pulses, the transverse magnetization at the first TSE echo, M

1

x y

, and at
subsequent echoes, M

n

x y

, can be expressed as

M

1

x y

= e

°T E

1

/T

2

M

°
z

e

iº/2

M

n

x y

= r

n

M

°
z

e

iº/2

,

(3.11)

where T E

1

is the first echo time and the prefactor r

n

encompasses the mixed T
1

and T
2

relaxation at the time T

1

+n esp of the nth echo. In the special case when T
1

relaxation is
negligible during the time T M , that is, when T M << T

1

, the magnetization of the nth echo
takes on the following form:

M

n

x y

= r

n

e

uº/2

M

pr ep

cos(¡)e

°T M/T

1

=
(

r

n

M

pr ep

e

°T M/T

1 |cos(¡)|eiº/2

, if ° º
2

<¡< º
2

r

n

M

pr ep

e

°T M/T

1 |cos(¡)|ei 3º/2

, otherwise.

(3.12)

Equation 3.12 implies that, in the case of negligible T
1

relaxation between signal tip-up
and TSE excitation, the presence of any phase error ¡ in the diffusion-weighted signal will
cause the magnitude of the DW TSE signal in a voxel to modulate as a function of the phase
error and the signal phase to toggle between º/2 and 3º/2 depending on the value taken
by ¡.

Signal Magnitude Stabilization

Magnitude modulation induced by phase errors in DW single- and multishot TSE can be
lessened with the method proposed by Alsop in 1997 [68] consisting of the application of
dephasing and rephasing gradients, referred to here as magnitude stabilizers, at the time
of echo formation in the diffusion preparation as well as around all echoes formed in the
TSE acquisition (Figure 3.6). The magnitude stabilizer placed before the restoration of
the diffusion-weighted signal creates a uniform phase distribution within each voxel, re-
gardless of the signal phase, but at the cost of 50% of the signal. The magnitude stabilizer
pairs in the TSE acquisition are necessary for re-establishing correct echo formation. With
the addition of magnitude stabilizers, the prepared magnetization before and after signal
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3.3. Phase-Corrected Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin Echo Imaging

Figure 3.6: Diffusion-Prepared 3D TSE with Magnitude Stabilizers. A magnitude stabi-
lizing gradient (red) is placed before signal restoration and magnitude stabilizing gradient
pairs are placed around each TSE echo in the TSE imaging acquisition.

restoration, M

°
x y

and M

+
x y

respectively, given without magnitude stabilizers in Equation
3.9, now becomes

M

°
x y

= M

pr ep

e

iº/2

e

i¡ 1

N

X

v2voxel
e

°i£
v

,

M

+
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pr ep

1

N

X

v2voxel
cos(¡°£

v

),

(3.13)

where £
v

is the phase added by the magnitude stabilizer to the vth spin within the voxel
and N is the total number of spins in the voxel. The prepared magnetization immediately
before TSE excitation, described in Equation 3.10 without magnitude stabilizers, now be-
comes

M

°
z

= M

0

(1°e

T M/T

1

)+M

pr ep

e

°T M/T

1

1

N

X

v2voxel
cos(¡°£

v

). (3.14)

Thus, if the magnitude stabilizers are designed so that they produce complete dephas-
ing within a voxel (i.e.,

P
v2voxel e

i£
v = 0), the transverse magnetization of the first and sub-

sequent TSE echoes, for refocusing pulses with any flip angle, will be given by

M

1

x y

= 1

2

M

pr ep

e

°T M/T

1

e

°T E

1

/T

2

e

i (¡+º/2)

M
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£
1

2

M
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e
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1

e

[T E

1

+(n°1)esp]/T

2

e

i (¡+º/2)

§
.

(3.15)

Equation 3.15 implies that, for a given phase error ¡with intra-voxel uniformity that is
added to the prepared signal during the diffusion encoding period, the inclusion of magni-
tude stabilizers in the presented diffusion-prepared TSE sequence will result in: 1) a DW
TSE signal magnitude that does not vary with ¡ and 2) a DW TSE signal phase that varies
linearly with ¡.

Phase Correction

Given that DW 3D TSE always uses a multishot acquisition, the remaining variation of the
signal phase with phase errors requires phase correction and therefore phase navigation.
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The phase navigation technique implemented for the presented diffusion-prepared 3D
TSE sequence is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Navigator echoes, acquired prior to the imaging
echoes and phase-encoded in the k

y

direction, capture motion-induced phase introduced
during the preceding diffusion preparation for each acquired shot. Since the presented
method effectively measures a 2D navigator per shot, the method requires that phase er-
rors in the second phase encoding direction (k

z

) are negligible.

Figure 3.7: Phase Navigated Diffusion-Prepared 3D TSE. Navigator echoes are acquired
during the pseudo steady state (PSS) stage of 3D TSE and are phase-encoded along the k

y

direction only. The imaging sequence acquires one full k
z

plane in each shot.

Phase correction of DW 3D TSE data using navigator data is carried out during image re-
construction. For each shot n and diffusion acquisition j , 2D-reconstructed low-resolution
T

2

-weighted navigator k-space data refn

lr

(x, y,kz = 0) and 2D-reconstructed low-resolution
diffusion-weighted navigator k-space data nav j ,n

l r

(x, y,kz = 0) are used to estimate the 2D
phase error ¡ j ,n

(x, y) as

¡ j ,n

(x, y) =\ [nav

j ,n

l r

(x, y,kz = 0)/ref

n

lr

(x, y,kz = 0)]. (3.16)

Phase correction of 2D-reconstructed imaging data im j ,n

(x, y,kz) is then carried out
using the estimated phase error as

im

j ,n

corr

(x, y,kz) = im

j ,n

(x, y,kz)e

°i¡ j ,n

(x,y)

. (3.17)

1D reconstruction along kz , equivalently across all shots, results in the final phase-
corrected imaging data im

corr

(x, y, z).
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5.1 Journal Publication I:
Imaging of the Lumbar Plexus: Optimized Refocusing
Flip Angle Train Design for 3D TSE

The publication entitled Imaging of the Lumbar Plexus: Optimized Refocusing Flip Angle
Train Design for 3D TSE was published in the Journal of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
(ISSN: 1522-2586). The manuscript was authored by Barbara Cervantes, Jan S. Bauer, Felix
Zibold, Hendrik Kooijman, Marcus Settles, Axel Haase, Ernst J. Rummeny, Klaus Wörtler,
and Dimitrios C. Karampinos.

Abstract

Purpose

To study the effects of refocusing angle modulation with 3D turbo spin echo (TSE) on sig-
nal and sharpness ofsmall oblique nerves embedded in muscle and suppressed fat in the
lumbar plexus.

Materials and Methods

Flip angle trains were generated with extended phase graphs (EPG) for a sequence param-
eter subspace. Signal loss and width broadening were simulated for a single-pixel nerve
embedded in muscle and suppressed fat to prescribe a flip angle modulation that gives the
best compromise between signal and sharpness of small nerves. Two flip angle trains were
defined based on the simulations of small embedded nerves: design denoted A, predicting
maximum global signal, and design denoted B, predicting maximum signal for minimum
width broadening. In vivo data of the lumbar plexus in 10 healthy volunteers was acquired
at 3.0T with 3D TSE employing flip angle trains A and B. Quantitative and qualitative anal-
yses of the acquired data were made to assess changes in width and signal intensity.

Results

Changing flip angle modulation from A to B resulted in: 1) average signal losses of 23% in
(larger) L5 nerves and 9% in (smaller) L3 nerves; 2) average width reductions of 4% in L5
nerves and of 16% in L3 nerves; and 3) statistically significant sharpness improvement (P
= 0.005) in L3 nerves.



5.1 Journal Publication I

Conclusion

An optimized flip angle train in 3D TSE imaging of the lumbar plexus considering geometry-
specific blurring effects from both the nerve and the surrounding tissue can improve the
delineation of small nerves.

Author Contributions

(i) The first author alone: implemented the library of tools used to perform all numerical
simulations (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 2014b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
Massachusetts, United States); performed all numerical simulations; performed all exper-
iments (in vivo magnetic resonance measurements); and performed the quantitative data
analysis. (ii) With the help and consultation of the coauthors, the first author: designed
the experiment; performed the statistical data analysis; and wrote the manuscript.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Imaging of the Lumbar Plexus: Optimized
Refocusing Flip Angle Train Design for

3D TSE
Barbara Cervantes, MS,1* Jan S. Bauer, MD,2 Felix Zibold, MD,2

Hendrik Kooijman, PhD,3 Marcus Settles, PhD,1 Axel Haase, PhD,4

Ernst J. Rummeny, MD,1 Klaus W€ortler, MD,1 and Dimitrios C. Karampinos, PhD1

Purpose: To study the effects of refocusing angle modulation with 3D turbo spin echo (TSE) on signal and sharpness of
small oblique nerves embedded in muscle and suppressed fat in the lumbar plexus.
Materials and Methods: Flip angle trains were generated with extended phase graphs (EPG) for a sequence parameter
subspace. Signal loss and width broadening were simulated for a single-pixel nerve embedded in muscle and sup-
pressed fat to prescribe a flip angle modulation that gives the best compromise between signal and sharpness of small
nerves. Two flip angle trains were defined based on the simulations of small embedded nerves: design denoted A, pre-
dicting maximum global signal, and design denoted B, predicting maximum signal for minimum width broadening. In
vivo data of the lumbar plexus in 10 healthy volunteers was acquired at 3.0T with 3D TSE employing flip angle trains A
and B. Quantitative and qualitative analyses of the acquired data were made to assess changes in width and signal
intensity.
Results: Changing flip angle modulation from A to B resulted in: 1) average signal losses of 23% in (larger) L5 nerves
and 9% in (smaller) L3 nerves; 2) average width reductions of 4% in L5 nerves and of 16% in L3 nerves; and 3) statisti-
cally significant sharpness improvement (P 5 0.005) in L3 nerves.
Conclusion: An optimized flip angle train in 3D TSE imaging of the lumbar plexus considering geometry-specific blur-
ring effects from both the nerve and the surrounding tissue can improve the delineation of small nerves.

J. MAGN. RESON. IMAGING 2016;43:789–799.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of proximal and
distal nerves in the body, often referred to as mag-

netic resonance neurography (MRN), has become an
increasingly used diagnostic tool in the assessment of nerve
lesions.1 Isotropic, high-resolution 3D imaging has been
shown to provide high accuracy in the evaluation of nerves
with high obliqueness due to the feasibility of curved and
multiplanar reconstructions and volume reformatting.2

Specifically, 3D spin echo imaging based on rapid acquisi-
tion with relaxation enhancement (RARE), also known as
3D turbo spin echo (TSE) or 3D fast spin echo (FSE),3

has been emerging as a reliable and robust method for
achieving isotropic, high-resolution T2-weighted imaging

of nerves and is particularly advantageous in regions with
high obliqueness, such as the lumbar and brachial plex-
uses.4,5 This method, however, is limited by the trade-off
between the spatial resolution necessary to delineate small
nerves and the need for sufficient signal needed to visualize
fine nerve branches.

3D TSE sequences rely on the design of a refocusing
flip angle train that balances relaxation-induced signal loss
and blurring effects for a specific tissue.6–9 The flip angles
assigned to a refocusing train determine the signal evolution
along the echo train and therefore the signal intensities and
blurring observed for all the imaged tissues.10 The extended
phase graph (EPG) formalism is a tool commonly used to
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assess the signal response of pulse sequences with long flip
angle trains due to its capability to quantize the magnetiza-
tion along all spin echo and stimulated echo pathways.11

Further, if relaxation parameters are taken into account, a
tissue-specific characterization of the signal is possible using
the EPG method. Beyond the assessment of the echo inten-
sities resulting from a given sequence, flip angles for all refo-
cusing pulses along the train can be computed in order to
meet user-defined signal requirements by means of finding
the inverse solution to the EPG problem.6 Therefore, EPG
has been extensively used in 3D TSE imaging to design
tissue-specific flip angle trains that maintain a signal plateau
for long echo trains and thus attain optimal signal character-
istics for a particular tissue.10 Flip angle modulation has
been used to shape the signal response in TSE (or FSE)
sequences with long refocusing trains in a wide range of
applications using different imaging systems.12–15 Particu-
larly in nerve imaging, flip angle modulation in 3D TSE
has been shown to yield satisfactory results in various ana-
tomical regions.16,17 3D TSE imaging of nerves, however,
has been based on the traditional design of flip angle trains
balancing the relaxation-induced signal loss and blurring
effects without any geometry considerations and taking into
account signal contributions from only one reference tissue.

A given flip angle train will generate distinct signal
responses for distinct tissues, depending on the tissues’ relax-
ation parameters as well as on their local geometry. Particu-
larly at the interface between two tissues, the blurring
mechanisms of both tissues will interact and, depending on
the local geometry, will determine the effective appearance
at the interface. While the effect of blurring in imaging of
large objects is a loss of edge sharpness, the effect of blur-
ring in imaging of small objects is an additional loss of sig-
nal intensity, which can jeopardize the ability to detect such
small structures.18

Most nerves are small objects embedded most fre-
quently within fat or skeletal muscle. While most nerves are
directly surrounded by fat, the smaller nerve branches,
which are the most difficult to delineate, tend to penetrate
muscle. The nerve signal intensity can therefore be sensitive
to the blurring effects of the enveloping tissue. The loss of
small objects embedded in another tissue has been addressed
in 2D TSE imaging of the human brain,19 but no experi-
mental evaluation in nerve imaging is known to have been
performed. Moreover, blurring at the nerve–muscle interface
can reduce the nerve signal and limit the ability to detect
fine nerve structures. Therefore, proper assessment of blur-
ring effects in nerve imaging requires additional considera-
tion of the nerve geometry and of the enveloping muscle.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate
the effects of refocusing flip angle modulation on signal loss
and blurring of small nerves embedded in muscle with 3D
TSE in a region with high obliqueness (ie, the lumbar

plexus) and to develop an optimized flip angle train that
balances the needs of signal and sharpness necessary for the
adequate delineation of thin nerve branches.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Numerical Simulations

FLIP ANGLE TRAIN ESTIMATION USING EXTENDED PHASE

GRAPHS. Flip angle trains were produced using the EPG formu-

lation considering the T1 and T2 relaxation parameters of nerve in

order to obtain an optimized signal response for that tissue. In

order to avoid the occurrence of signal oscillations from echo to

echo,20–22 a temporary steady state (referred to as a pseudosteady-

state [PSS]) for the signal was reached by means of a specific selec-

tion of flip angles for the initial refocusing pulses. PSS resulted in

the signal approaching a certain intensity level after the same num-

ber of initial echoes and remaining at that level for subsequent ech-

oes. The duration for which the signal remained constant is

referred to as the signal plateau length. Flip angles after the PSS

were allowed to vary freely from an internally calculated minimum

value to two user-defined maximum values. After reaching the first

maximum flip angle, flip angles were increased at a constant rate

until the second maximum flip angle value at the end of the train.

The parameters input into the flip angle train estimation

algorithm were: a number of start-up echoes that are not acquired,

the total number of acquired echoes (echo train length), the two

maximum flip angles, the echo spacing, and the signal plateau

length. The calculation of the flip angles along the train relied on

the estimation of the internally computed minimum flip angle.

The minimum flip angle was determined iteratively to satisfy the

given conditions of reaching PSS and maintaining a constant signal

for the signal plateau length. Once this minimum flip angle was

determined, the PSS flip angles were computed by means of an

asymptotic transition from an initial flip angle of 1808 to the mini-

mum flip angle, as described in the literature.6,10 Once the PSS

flip angles were established, the corresponding PSS signal and sig-

nal plateau were computed using the forward EPG formulation.

The computed PSS signal and signal plateau were then inserted as

an input into the inverse EPG algorithm6 in order to determine

the entire flip angle train. The resulting tissue-specific flip angle

train thus consisted of a rapidly decreasing PSS sweep followed by

a free modulation and by a final linear increase. Finally, the result-

ing flip angle train was inserted into the forward EPG formulation

to compute the complete modulation transfer function (MTF) for

the employed reference tissue.

FLIP ANGLE TRAIN OPTIMIZATION. Flip angle trains were com-

puted for nerve tissue and corresponding MTFs were simulated for

both nerve and muscle tissues for a parameter subspace of varying

echo spacing and signal plateau length. The signal plateau length

was normalized to the full echo train length (this normalized value,

from this point on, will be referred to as the relative plateau

length). The following parameters remained constant in the simu-

lations: maximum flip angles (defining the range of flip angles

within which modulation at the end of the echo train was kept lin-

ear) 5 [1008, 1258], six start-up echoes, echo train length 5 150,

relaxation times T1 5 1010 msec and T2 5 90 msec for nerve tissue
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and T1 5 1420 msec and T2 5 39 msec for muscle. Given the

limitation on T1 relaxometry literature in nerve imaging in

humans, the T1 value used for nerve tissue was adapted from

reported values corresponding to white matter23,24 and the T2

relaxation time for this tissue was derived from recent relaxometry

studies of human nerves.25–27 The relaxation times of muscle

employed in the numerical simulations were chosen based on pre-

viously reported relaxometry results considering T2 dependencies

on subject age, body type, and health status.28–30

Figure 1a shows flip angle trains designed for two specified

signal responses of nerve (denoted A and B), where the above

description of flip angle train estimation using extended phase

graphs is illustrated. Figure 1b shows the desired signal response of

nerve as well as the signal response of muscle predicted for each

flip angle train design A and B. MTFs A and B describe the signal

responses of nerve and muscle simulated for the 3D TSE sequence

with a constant echo spacing of 4 msec and the sequence parame-

ters listed above. The MTF of nerve in A was designed to have a

signal plateau length of 60% of the total echo train length and

that in B of 85%. Signal decay at high ky values corresponds to k-

space filtering of high frequencies and results in blurring of the

image.

In order to assess the effect of tissue geometry on signal

response, in the case of nerve embedded in muscle, the signal

intensity of nerve was evaluated with the following simulations: a)

nerve of infinite width; b) nerve of finite width embedded in mus-

cle; and c) nerve of unit width embedded in muscle (top diagrams

in Fig. 2, shown in respective order). Signal values for infinitely

FIGURE 1: (a) Flip angle trains A and B and (b) corresponding modulation transfer functions (MTFs) of nerve and muscle, gener-
ated using extended phase graphs (EPG). Both flip angle trains were designed according to the relaxation properties of nerve,
yielding a constant signal plateau for that tissue but not for muscle or other nonreference tissues. Decaying signal leads to
k-space filtering of high frequencies, resulting in blurring. Flip angle train A corresponds to quickly varying flip angles yielding
higher signal but larger blurring of both tissues. Flip angle train B illustrates a more slowly varying modulation resulting in a com-
promise between signal loss and blurring. In (b), echo intensities before establishing pseudosteady state (PSS) are not shown.

FIGURE 2: Effect of tissue geometry on signal response simulated for (a) the standard case of nerve as a single reference tissue,
(b) a finite nerve feature embedded in muscle, and (c) a single-pixel nerve feature embedded in muscle. The nerve signal contour
is plotted as a function of the echo spacing and the relative plateau length and the maximum nerve signal is shown for the three
geometry cases. A different flip angle train design is necessary to achieve maximum signal of nerve depending on the specific
geometry.
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wide nerve (case a) were obtained directly from the MTFs associ-

ated with the flip angle trains computed in the given parameter

subspace. For the other two cases (b and c), normalized profiles of

nerves having finite and unit widths embedded in a large region of

muscle were simulated. Effectively blurred nerve profiles were

obtained by 1) Fourier-transforming the spatial profile for each tis-

sue (muscle and nerve); 2) separately filtering the tissue k-space

profile with the corresponding MTF; 3) inverse Fourier-

transforming the two filtered tissue k-space profiles; and 4) adding

the blurred spatial profiles from the two tissues. Signal intensities

of the effectively blurred nerve profiles were measured and com-

pared for the three geometries.

In order to evaluate the trade-off between signal intensity

and width broadening for small nerves, full-width at half-

maximum (FWHM) values of nerve profiles simulated having ini-

tially unit width were measured and the deviations from unit width

jbmin-bj/bmin and from maximum signal intensity jSmax-Sj/Smax

were calculated for all flip angle trains within the given parameter

space. In order to address the combined and coupled effect of

nerve signal loss and width broadening, the joint deviation

jSmax-Sj/Smax 1 jbmin-bj/bmin was computed for the given parame-

ter space. For the case of nerve embedded in muscle, the flip angle

train that generates the minimum deviation from the maximum

signal [jSmax-Sj/Smax]min, denoted as flip angle train A, was deter-

mined. The flip angle train that generates the minimum joint devi-

ation from the maximum signal and the minimum width

[jSmax-Sj/Smax 1 jbmin-bj/bmin]min, denoted as flip angle train B,

was also determined.

To address the case of nerve embedded in fat with sup-

pressed signal, signal intensity and width broadening effects were

inspected for a simulated unit-width nerve surrounded by tissue

with zero signal (all presented 3D TSE sequences used fat suppres-

sion). Flip angle trains that minimize jSmax-Sj/Smax and jSmax-Sj/
Smax 1 jbmin-bj/bmin in this case, denoted A* and B*, respectively,

were calculated and compared to the case of nerve surrounded by

muscle.

Subjects
Ten healthy volunteers (mean age 28.6 6 4.0 years; eight males,

two females) participated in the study. The study was approved by

the local Institutional Review Board and conducted in accordance

with the Committee for Human Research. All subjects gave written

informed consent prior to their participation in the study.

In Vivo Measurements
Coronal images of the lumbar plexus of the subjects were acquired

using a 3T whole-body Philips scanner (Philips Ingenia, Best, the

Netherlands) with a 16-channel torso coil and the built-in-table

12-channel posterior coil. The subjects were positioned supine and

the coil was centered at the pelvis in order to fully cover the lum-

bar spine. Surveys were acquired in all coronal, sagittal, and trans-

versal planes and the imaging volume was further aligned to the

spinal cord and to the axis of the nerves on the transversal plane.

T2-weighted 3D TSE was carried out using two different flip angle

train configurations corresponding to MTFs having relative plateau

lengths equal to 0.6 and 0.85 (corresponding to flip angle trains A

and B). Echo spacing 5 4 msec, maximum flip angles 5 [1008,

1258], six start-up echoes, field of view (FOV) 5 400 3 400 3
80 mm3, acquisition voxel 5 1.25 3 1.25 3 1.4 mm3, reconstruc-
tion voxel 5 0.63 3 0.63 3 0.7 mm3, TR/TE 5 2000/330 msec,
echo train length 5 150, duration of each 3D TSE scan 5 4
minutes 26 seconds, reference tissue relaxation times T1 5 1010
msec and T2 5 90 msec, parallel imaging with reduction factor
R 5 2.5, no partial Fourier, fat suppression using spectral inversion
recovery. Similar to current work in MR neurography with 3D
TSE,16,31 a T2 preparation module with two refocusing pulses and
with four bipolar velocity encoding gradients was placed before
readout to increase nerve–muscle contrast and to reduce vessel sig-
nal. The module was employed with TEprep 5 29 msec and encod-
ing velocities 5 1 cm/s along all three gradient axes.

Data Analysis
To address the different scaling of the acquired images for the dif-
ferent experimental settings, signal intensities were normalized to
the measured signal from a reference muscle region next to the
femoral head (region less prone to motion artifacts). The signal
intensities of muscle used for normalization were concurrently nor-
malized to the EPG-computed muscle signal, to account for the
overall muscle signal variations expected between flip angle trains.
Intensity profiles from five adjacent locations along each of the L5
and L3 lumbar nerves were obtained from selected source images
of each dataset corresponding to each subject. Signal intensity and
width, derived from the amplitude and FWHM of each intensity
profile, respectively, were measured for all five locations along each
nerve and mean and standard deviation values were computed. All
experimental intensity profiles were first linearly interpolated to
give a 9-fold number of data points and thus increase accuracy,
and subsequently smoothed using a digital filter with a window
size of five points to reduce the effect of noise in the measure-
ments. Normalized deviations of signal intensity and width broad-
ening between flip angle trains A and B were calculated to evaluate
the trade-off between the two designs.

Qualitative Assessments
Image quality was evaluated by means of a five-point visual grading
of the source images acquired using flip angle trains A and B by
two board certified radiologists with 14 (J.S.B.) and 5 (F.Z.) years
of experience. Evaluations from each reader were performed blindly
and independently from one another in order to assess interreader
reproducibility. Additionally, the first reader had two separate eval-
uations in order to assess intrareader reproducibility. The evaluated
criteria consisted of 1) the sharpness of the L3 femoral nerve
within the quadratus lumborum muscle; 2) the ability to resolve
the fascicles within the L3 nerve root immediately after the gan-
glion; and 3) the ability to resolve the fascicles within the L5 nerve
root. In the five-point grading scale, a grade of 1 corresponded to
perfect delineation, 2 to good delineation but with noticeable blur-
ring, 3 to delineation acceptable for clinical evaluation, 4 to delin-
eation insufficient for clinical evaluation, and 5 to no distinction
from the background tissue.

Statistical Testing
The average grades corresponding to flip angle trains A and B were
statistically compared for each criterion using a paired t-test with a
significance level of 5%. Inter- and intrareader agreement was
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determined by measuring the intraclass correlation (ICC) coeffi-

cients for the two flip angle train designs for each criterion. The

ICC model was based on a two-way random comparison of abso-

lute agreement type and the coefficients were computed with a sig-

nificance level of 5%.

RESULTS

Numerical Simulations
Flip angle trains and the corresponding MTFs of nerve and
muscle in Fig. 1 illustrate the relationship between the
tissue-specific flip angle modulation designs A and B and
the expected signal response of both tissues in each case.
Flip angle train A exhibits a faster modulation of refocusing
angles, sweeping from the minimum angle (reached after
PSS stabilization) to the first maximum angle of 1008

within the first hundred refocusing pulses. Flip angle train
B, in contrast, reaches the same first maximum angle later
on in the pulse train, translating to a slower flip angle mod-
ulation. For the given relaxation parameters of nerve, the
quicker modulation in design A results in a higher signal
level and more severe k-space filtering (decaying tail of the
MTF) for this tissue. The slower modulation employed in
train B results in a more effective reduction of T2 decay and
consequently in reduced k-space filtering in the associated
MTF of nerve.

Simulations shown in Fig. 2 illustrate how the
expected response of nerve signal is different for different
nerve geometries when identical flip angle trains are
employed in the acquisition with 3D TSE. The shown sig-
nal response of nerve, derived from the selected subspace of
EPG-generated MTFs, expresses that the maximum signal
of nerve is reached with different flip angle trains depending
on the defined tissue geometry. In the case considering
nerve as a single reference tissue and in which no geometry
is defined (Fig. 2a), maximum nerve signal is achieved with
a refocusing angle train employing an echo spacing of 4.6
msec and with the corresponding MTF having the mini-
mum possible relative signal plateau length, equal to 50%
of the total echo train length. Once surrounding muscle is
introduced and the nerve structure has a finite width (Fig.
2b), the maximum nerve signal requires an experimental set-
ting including an echo spacing of 4.2 msec and a relative
signal plateau length of 55%. Moreover, when the width of
the nerve feature is reduced to unit length (Fig. 2c), a flip
angle train with an echo spacing of 4.0 msec and an associ-
ated relative signal plateau length of 60% is necessary to
achieve maximum nerve signal. Signal of nerve is predicted
to decrease as the size of the nerve decreases and becomes
equal to 75% of the maximum EPG signal in the case of a
single-pixel nerve embedded in muscle.

The selection of the optimal flip angle train was based
on the simulations of a single-pixel nerve embedded in mus-
cle by means of the minimization of the coupled deviation

from maximum signal and from minimum width broaden-
ing. Figure 3a illustrates the deviation from minimum width
broadening jbmin-bj/bmin for a single-pixel nerve embedded
in muscle: width broadening decreases with increasing rela-
tive signal plateau length and is restored to the case of no
blurring at echo spacing values smaller than 4.0 msec and
plateau lengths larger than 85% of the total echo train
length. Figure 3b plots the deviation from the maximum
signal intensity jSmax-Sj/Smax for a single-pixel nerve embed-
ded in muscle: the deviation from the maximum signal
intensity is reduced to less than 1% with echo spacing val-
ues between 3.6 and 4.5 msec and relative signal plateau
lengths ranging between 60% and 70% of the total echo
train length. The deviation from the maximum nerve signal
intensity is zero for an echo spacing of 4.0 msec and a rela-
tive plateau length of 60% (defining flip angle train A). Fig-
ure 3c plots the combined deviation from maximum signal
and minimum blurring jSmax-Sj/Smax 1 jbmin-bj/bmin. The
combined metric is reduced to less than 12%, with echo
spacing values between 3.5 and 4.1 msec and with relative
plateau lengths greater than 83%. The combined metric
reaches a minimum value of 10% at an echo spacing of 4.0
msec and relative plateau length of 85% (defining flip angle
train B). Figure 3d–f show similar plots for the case of nerve
embedded in suppressed fat. In this case, width broadening
is restored to the case of no blurring at echo spacing values
smaller than 3.7 msec and plateau lengths larger than 90%
of the total echo train length. The deviation from maximum
signal intensity is reduced to less than 1%, with echo spac-
ing values between 3.5 and 4.3 msec and with relative signal
plateaus ranging between 50% and 70% of the total echo
train length. The deviation from the maximum nerve signal
intensity is in this case zero for an echo spacing of 3.9 msec
and a relative plateau length of 60% (defining flip angle
train A*). The combined deviation from maximum signal
and minimum blurring is reduced to less than 10% with
echo spacing values between 3.4 and 4. 2 msec and with rel-
ative plateau lengths larger than 78%. The combined metric
reaches a minimum value of 8% at an echo spacing of 3.7
msec and relative plateau length of 85% (defining flip angle
train B*).

The effects of flip angle trains A and B on signal loss
and width broadening on a single-pixel nerve embedded
both in muscle and in suppressed fat are illustrated in Fig.
4. The simulated profiles show that, although flip angle
trains A and B were computed for nerve embedded in mus-
cle, similar effects are expected when nerve is embedded
within a region with zero signal (ie, suppressed fat).

In Vivo Measurements
Tables 1 and 2 list the measured normalized signal inten-
sities and widths of the L5 and L3 lumbar nerves, respec-
tively. In both cases, the measure (SB-SA)/SA in the fourth
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column indicates signal loss implied by using the optimized
flip angle train B, expected to give the best compromise
between signal and sharpness of small nerves, instead of flip
angle train A, expected to yield maximum nerve signal. Sim-
ilarly, the quantity (bA-bB)/bA in the last column represents

an improvement in width broadening expected when using
flip angle train B instead of A.

In the case of L5 nerves, having in general a larger
diameter than L3 nerves, an average signal loss of 23% was
observed when using flip angle train B instead of A.

FIGURE 4: Simulated intensity profiles of a single-pixel nerve illustrating for flip angle trains A (left) and B (right) the effect on the
signal response of the combined blurring mechanisms of nerve and the enveloping tissue. In the two cases of nerve embedded in
muscle and of nerve embedded in suppressed fat, flip angle train B yields lower signal but restores blurring to its minimum value.
a.u. 5 arbitrary units.

FIGURE 3: Deviation of signal response from optimal values simulated for single-pixel nerves, considering blurring effects from
both nerve and the enveloping tissue: muscle (top), suppressed fat (bottom). The deviation of width broadening of nerve jbmin-bj/
bmin shown in (a) for nerve in muscle and in (d) for nerve in suppressed fat is minimized at longer plateau lengths. The deviation
of nerve signal jSmax-Sj/Smax in (b) for nerve in muscle and in (e) for nerve in suppressed fat is minimized at a relative signal pla-
teau length of 0.6 and echo spacing of 4 msec when nerve is surrounded by muscle and with a slightly smaller echo spacing of
3.9 msec when nerve is surrounded by suppressed fat (points A and A*, respectively). As a result of the two mechanisms, the joint
deviation of signal and width broadening jSmax-Sj/Smax 1 jbmin-bj/bmin shown in (c) for nerve in muscle and in (f) for nerve in sup-
pressed fat reaches a distinct minimum with a flip angle train associated with a relative signal plateau length of 0.85 and an echo
spacing of 4 msec when nerve is surrounded by muscle and with an echo spacing of 3.7 msec when nerve is surrounded by sup-
pressed fat (points B and B*, respectively).
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Accompanying this effect, an average improvement in width
broadening of 4% was observed for this type of nerve. For
L3 nerves, an average signal loss of 9% and an average
improvement in width broadening of 16% were observed
with design B compared to A. In addition, flip angle train
A resulted in normalized signal intensities for nerves L5 and

L3 nerves equal to 0.50 6 0.11 and 0.40 6 0.11, respec-
tively. In contrast, the optimized flip angle train B was
found to give average signal intensities of 0.39 6 0.08 for
L5 nerves and 0.35 6 0.07 for L3 nerves.

The thinner L3 nerves were therefore observed to
experience a smaller signal loss and a larger reduction in

TABLE 1. Signal Variation and Width Broadening of L5 Lumbar Nerves Between Flip Angle Trains A and B
Measured in 10 Healthy Subjects

Measured signal (a.u.)
Mean (SD)

Measured width broadening (pixels)
Mean (SD)

Subject SA SB (SB-SA)/SA bA bB (bA-bB)/bA

1 0.55 (0.02) 0.40 (0.01) 20.28 (0.05) 6.87 (0.12) 6.14 (0.10) 0.04 (0.02)

2 0.51 (0.02) 0.37 (0.01) 20.28 (0.04) 10.05 (0.33) 9.81 (0.21) 0.02 (0.02)

3 0.49 (0.02) 0.42 (0.01) 20.15 (0.05) 7.85 (0.10) 7.86 (0.14) 0.00 (0.01)

4 0.40 (0.03) 0.33 (0.00) 20.17 (0.06) 9.40 (0.88) 8.55 (0.31) 0.08 (0.08)

5 0.50 (0.03) 0.41 (0.02) 20.17 (0.01) 5.19 (0.35) 4.93 (0.34) 0.05 (0.02)

6 0.54 (0.01) 0.55 (0.01) 0.01 (0.02) 8.05 (0.24) 7.92 (0.27) 0.02 (0.02)

7 0.40 (0.01) 0.37 (0.01) 20.09 (0.03) 6.81 (0.47) 6.58 (0.38) 0.03 (0.04)

8 0.39 (0.01) 0.24 (0.00) 20.39 (0.03) 6.14 (0.11) 5.54 (0.14) 0.10 (0.02)

9 0.77 (0.03) 0.49 (0.02) 20.36 (0.05) 7.17 (0.55) 7.73 (0.43) 20.08 (0.06)

10 0.45 (0.00) 0.34 (0.01) 20.25 (0.03) 6.90 (0.22) 6.30 (0.26) 0.09 (0.06)

Mean (SD) 0.50 (0.11) 0.39 (0.08) 20.23 (0.12) n.r. n.r. 0.04 (0.05)

a.u. 5 arbitrary units, SD 5 standard deviation, n.r. 5 not relevant.

TABLE 2. Signal Variation and Width Broadening of L3 Lumbar Nerves Between Flip Angle Trains A and B
Measured in 10 Healthy Subjects

Measured signal (a.u.)
Mean (SD)

Measured width broadening (pixels)
Mean (SD)

Subject SA SB (SB-SA)/SA bA bB (bA-bB)/bA

1 0.44 (0.02) 0.38 (0.01) 20.14 (0.05) 3.02 (0.11) 2.74 (0.11) 0.09 (0.04)

2 0.28 (0.01) 0.32 (0.00) 0.14 (0.05) 4.35 (0.45) 3.51 (0.15) 0.19 (0.07)

3 0.31 (0.01) 0.32 (0.01) 0.01 (0.03) 5.31 (0.47) 4.10 (0.30) 0.22 (0.07)

4 0.31 (0.03) 0.36 (0.02) 0.18 (0.15) 3.96 (0.40) 3.49 (0.19) 0.11 (0.05)

5 0.44 (0.02) 0.42 (0.02) 20.05 (0.02) 4.11 (0.19) 3.45 (0.27) 0.16 (0.06)

6 0.41 (0.03) 0.39 (0.03) 20.05 (0.03) 4.78 (0.47) 3.67 (0.42) 0.23 (0.10)

7 0.26 (0.03) 0.18 (0.02) 20.29 (0.14) 4.25 (0.24) 3.35 (0.37) 0.21 (0.06)

8 0.41 (0.02) 0.33 (0.01) 20.21 (0.02) 5.11 (0.67) 4.18 (0.51) 0.17 (0.09)

9 0.63 (0.04) 0.45 (0.04) 20.27 (0.02) 4.27 (0.73) 3.68 (0.50) 0.13 (0.05)

10 0.50 (0.02) 0.37 (0.01) 20.26 (0.02) 4.00 (0.09) 3.63 (0.14) 0.09 (0.02)

Mean (SD) 0.40 (0.11) 0.35 (0.07) 20.09 (0.16) n.r. n.r. 0.16 (0.05)

a.u. 5 arbitrary units, SD 5 standard deviation, n.r. 5 not relevant.
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width when employing the optimized refocusing angle
design B. These measurements are in agreement with the
presented simulations, which predict a signal loss of 25% in
thick nerves and of 10% in thin nerves and an improvement
of 20% when changing from flip angle design A to B.

Intensity profiles of the L5 and L3 nerves measured
from the source images of a single location of a single sub-
ject are shown in Fig. 5. The signal loss observed with flip
angle train B relative to flip angle train A is larger for the
thicker L5 nerve than it is for the thinner L3 nerve. More-
over, the change of flip angle train induces larger changes in
width for L3 nerves than L5 nerves.

Figure 6 displays maximum intensity projection (MIP)
maps of the lumbar plexus of two subjects. The images
obtained using the optimized flip angle train B show an over-
all reduction in signal and an improvement in sharpness.

Visual grading of image quality observed with flip
angle trains A and B resulted in a statistically significant
improvement in the sharpness of the L3 femoral nerve
within the quadratus lumborum muscle when using flip
angle train B (P 5 0.005). The ability to resolve fascicles
within the L3 nerve immediately after the ganglion signifi-
cantly improved in the images acquired with flip angle train
B compared to the images acquired with flip angle train A
(P 5 0.019). Similarly, the ability to resolve fascicles within
the L5 nerve root significantly improved in the images
acquired with flip angle train B compared to the images

acquired with flip angle train A (P 5 0.009). The average
ICC for interreader agreement of flip angle train A was
0.77. For flip angle train B, the average ICC for interreader
agreement was 0.975. In the intrareader evaluation, the
average ICC values were 0.803 and 0.845 for flip angle
trains A and B, respectively.

Since the focus of this study was to evaluate the partic-
ular case of thin nerve branches, which are most strongly
affected by blurring effects and which tend to be embedded
in muscle, in vivo data were not acquired for the optimal
flip angles trains calculated for nerve embedded in sup-
pressed fat. However, the presented signal simulations show
that the optimized flip angle train B also improves the
delineation of thin nerves when embedded in fat with sup-
pressed signal.

DISCUSSION
The present study shows the need to consider geometry-
specific blurring effects resulting from refocusing flip angle
modulation in 3D TSE when imaging small nerves embed-
ded in another tissue. The provided theoretical framework
describes the coupling between the signal of nerves of differ-
ent shapes and the blurring of the interfacing muscle and is
used to generate a flip angle train that gives an optimum
signal and sharpness compromise. The experimental valida-
tion of the supporting theory shows an agreement between
the observed and the simulated signal response of nerves of

FIGURE 5: Source images and corresponding intensity profiles, shown for a single location of a single subject, illustrating the
effect on the observed signal response for the L5 (top) and L3 (bottom) nerve roots with the two flip angle train designs denoted
as A and B in Fig. 3. The optimized design B yields in both cases lower signal but improved blurring and delineation, while also
giving smaller variation of signal intensity with nerve size. With respect to design A, expected to give maximum signal intensities,
design B yields a decrease in signal of 35% and no effective change in width broadening in L5 nerves and a decrease in signal of
10% and an improved width blurring of 13% in L3 nerves. In Tables 1 and 2 multiple adjacent locations were averaged for each
subject, which is why these values are not explicitly listed therein. a.u. 5 arbitrary units.
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different sizes and thus verifies the validity of the proposed
flip angle train optimization technique.

Tissue-specific refocusing angle modulation in 3D
TSE has been shown to give satisfactory results in nerve
imaging17 and is continuously being implemented.4,5,16

Given the frequent use of 3D TSE in nerve imaging and
the existing need for isotropic, high-resolution 3D images in
regions with high obliquities and where nerves have reduced
sizes, it is meaningful to improve the capability of the imag-
ing sequence to provide more accurate morphological
images. The present work shows that an improvement in
image quality can be achieved by putting careful thought
into the modulation of refocusing angles in 3D TSE.

In comparison to known studies that have similarly
noted the dependence of the final signal response of an
embedded tissue to its sequence-dependent MTF and to its
spatial setting,18,19 this work presents a complete methodol-
ogy that, for nerve embedded in muscle, describes the indi-
vidual contributions of flip-angle-modulation effects on the
embedded and the surrounding tissues and of the specific
geometry. Also in contrast with this related literature, the
present work carries out a thorough quantitative evaluation
of signal loss and width broadening effects in order to
objectively explain the results observed qualitatively.

In the context of optimization strategies carried out
for 3D TSE and similar imaging sequences in various ana-
tomical regions,12,13,19 this work provides a geometry-
specific flip angle modulation strategy for small nerves,
which was demonstrated for lumbar nerves but can be read-
ily transferred to peripheral nerves in general, with minor
modifications of geometry and relaxation specifications. Not
presented in this study, similar flip angle modulation strat-
egies tested on nerves in the extremities yielded satisfactory
results.

Particularly in imaging of structures that have require-
ments on both signal intensity and sharpness, numerical
simulations herein demonstrated that it is advantageous to
use a metric to simultaneously assess signal loss and width
broadening of a tissue and that with such an approach it is
possible to determine a flip angle train that best meets these
requirements (train B). Moreover, as shown in these results,
the proposed methodology can be used to find flip angle
trains that alternatively optimize a different set of properties
(such as maximum signal intensity with train A).

Simulation results were found to be in good agreement
with experimental measurements. Although the proposed
flip angle train B resulted in an inevitable loss of signal in
both L5 and L3 nerves, in comparison to flip angle train A,

FIGURE 6: Maximum intensity maps (MIPs) of two subjects obtained with flip angle train designs A and B. The optimized design B
yields lower overall signal but improved delineation of small nerves. Yellow arrows indicate regions where small nerves are partic-
ularly better delineated when using design B.
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expected to yield maximum signal, the major signal reduc-
tion was observed to take place for the thicker L5 nerves,
while the signal of the thinner L3 nerves was only slightly
disturbed. Also of relevance, flip angle train B led to a sig-
nificant reduction of blurring-induced nerve width broaden-
ing in the case of the thinner L3 nerves.

In addition to improving the delineation of the thin
L3 nerves at the interface with muscle, the improved sharp-
ness delivered by flip angle train B was observed to generate
enhanced delineation of structures within both thin and
thick nerves. Namely, the inner fascicles of the L3 and L5
nerves were in general better resolved with the optimized
flip angle train. Both of these effects were confirmed across
subjects by the visual grading and statistical results. The
delineation of the fascicles within the nerves was not further
interpreted in this work and requires supplemental investiga-
tion. As another additional effect, the signal of the pulsating
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was reduced when using flip angle
train B, which is likely a result of the flow sensitivity of the
3D TSE sequence. Similarly, this result was not further
assessed and requires additional investigation.

The present study has some limitations. First, the opti-
mization presented in the present work was carried out for a
selected parameter space and the resulting optimization of
flip angle modulation is therefore specific to this subselec-
tion of 3D TSE sequences. The selection of sequence
parameters, for both numerical simulations and in vivo
measurements, was based on desired image quality and scan
duration and was further constrained by software limits as
well as by additional imaging parameters related to acquisi-
tion strategy and acceleration. However, the theoretical
framework presented in this study should also hold if other
sequences parameters are to be used. Second, it is in the
nature of 3D TSE employing tissue-specific flip angle mod-
ulation that the relaxation times of the reference tissue con-
tribute to the generation of specific refocusing trains. As
relaxation times of nerve can vary between anatomical loca-
tions and between subjects, it is important to note that the
exact optimal flip angle train might be altered in different
scenarios. In the current study of lumbar nerves, variations
in relaxation parameters are expected even along individual
nerves between the dorsal root ganglia and the more distal
regions.25 Therefore, the presented results comparing the
observed signal response from different nerves with different
geometries might also be affected by varying relaxation
parameters within and across nerve types. Separate simula-
tions were performed with a range of T2 values found in
the literature corresponding to variable regions of lumbar
nerves and the resulting optimized flip angle trains were not
found to vary majorly. Nonetheless, the present results are
likely to reflect a combined influence of nerve geometry and
of variations in nerve relaxation properties. Third, the small
signal loss associated with the optimized flip angle train B

compared to flip angle train A might be undesired in scans
with a very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In very low
SNR scans, the signal from the small nerve structures would
be comparable to the noise floor with either flip angle train
A or B. Scans with very low SNR should therefore aim to
maximize the overall nerve signal using flip angle train A.

In conclusion, optimization of the flip angle train used
in high-, isotropic-resolution 3D TSE imaging of small
oblique nerves should consider geometry-specific blurring
effects from both the nerve and the surrounding tissue. An
optimized flip angle train was designed providing a compro-
mise between signal and blurring effects. In vivo results
from the lumbar plexus of healthy volunteers demonstrated
the superior capability of the optimized flip angle train in
visualizing small nerve structures in oblique configurations
using 3D TSE imaging with high isotropic resolution. The
proposed refocusing angle design is therefore recommended
for 3D TSE imaging of small nerves with high obliqueness
in cases when it is a major concern to improve the sharpness
of thin nerves and when a minor loss of signal can be
tolerated.
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Chapter 5. Journal Publications

5.2 Journal Publication II:
Orthogonally Combined Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized
Driven Equilibrium (OC-MDSDE) Preparation for Ves-
sel Signal Suppression in 3D Turbo Spin Echo Imag-
ing of Peripheral Nerves in the Extremities

The publication entitled Orthogonally Combined Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized Driven
Equilibrium (OC-MDSDE) Preparation for Vessel Signal Suppression in 3D Turbo Spin Echo
Imaging of Peripheral Nerves in the Extremities was published in Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine (ISSN: 1522-2594). The manuscript was authored by Barbara Cervantes, Jan
S. Kirschke, Elizabeth Klupp, Hendrik Kooijman, Peter Börnert, Axel Haase, Ernst J. Rum-
meny, and Dimitrios C. Karampinos.

Abstract

Purpose

To design a preparation module for vessel signalsuppression in MR neurography of the
extremities, which causes minimal attenuation of nerve signal and is highly insensitive to
eddy currents and motion.

Methods

The orthogonally combined motion- and diffusion-sensitized driven equilibrium (OC-MDSDE)
preparation was proposed, based on the improved motion- and diffusion-sensitized driven
equilibrium methods (iMSDE and FC-DSDE, respectively), with specific gradient design
and orientation. OC-MDSDE was desensitized against eddy currents using appropriately
designed gradient prepulses. The motion sensitivity and vessel signal suppression capa-
bility of OC-MDSDE and its components were assessed in vivo in the knee using 3D turbo
spin echo (TSE). Nerve-to-vessel signal ratios were measured for iMSDE and OC-MDSDE in
7 subjects.

Results

iMSDE was shown to be highly sensitive to motion with increasing flow sensitization. FC-
DSDE showed robustness against motion, but resulted in strong nerve signal loss with dif-
fusion gradients oriented parallel to the nerve. OC-MDSDE showed superior vessel sup-
pression compared to iMSDE and FC-DSDE and maintained high nerve signal. Mean nerve-
to-vessel signal ratios in 7 subjects were 0.40 ± 0.17 for iMSDE and 0.63 ± 0.37 for OC-
MDSDE.

Conclusion

OC-MDSDE combined with 3D TSE in the extremities allows high-near-isotropic-resolution
imaging of peripheral nerves with reduced vessel contamination and high nerve signal.
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NOTE

Orthogonally Combined Motion- and Diffusion-Sensitized
Driven Equilibrium (OC-MDSDE) Preparation for Vessel
Signal Suppression in 3D Turbo Spin Echo Imaging of
Peripheral Nerves in the Extremities

Barbara Cervantes,1* Jan S. Kirschke,2 Elizabeth Klupp,2 Hendrik Kooijman,3

Peter B€ornert,4 Axel Haase,5 Ernst J. Rummeny,1 and Dimitrios C. Karampinos1

Purpose: To design a preparation module for vessel signal
suppression in MR neurography of the extremities, which
causes minimal attenuation of nerve signal and is highly insen-
sitive to eddy currents and motion.
Methods: The orthogonally combined motion- and diffusion-
sensitized driven equilibrium (OC-MDSDE) preparation was
proposed, based on the improved motion- and diffusion-
sensitized driven equilibrium methods (iMSDE and FC-DSDE,
respectively), with specific gradient design and orientation.
OC-MDSDE was desensitized against eddy currents using
appropriately designed gradient prepulses. The motion sensi-
tivity and vessel signal suppression capability of OC-MDSDE
and its components were assessed in vivo in the knee using
3D turbo spin echo (TSE). Nerve-to-vessel signal ratios were
measured for iMSDE and OC-MDSDE in 7 subjects.
Results: iMSDE was shown to be highly sensitive to motion
with increasing flow sensitization. FC-DSDE showed robust-
ness against motion, but resulted in strong nerve signal loss
with diffusion gradients oriented parallel to the nerve. OC-
MDSDE showed superior vessel suppression compared to
iMSDE and FC-DSDE and maintained high nerve signal. Mean
nerve-to-vessel signal ratios in 7 subjects were 0.40 6 0.17 for
iMSDE and 0.63 6 0.37 for OC-MDSDE.
Conclusion: OC-MDSDE combined with 3D TSE in the
extremities allows high-near-isotropic-resolution imaging of
peripheral nerves with reduced vessel contamination and high
nerve signal. Magn Reson Med 79:407–415, 2018. VC 2017
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: magnetic resonance neurography; peripheral
nerves MRI; motion-sensitized diffusion preparation (MSDE);
black blood imaging; 3D turbo spin echo (TSE)

INTRODUCTION

Thin-section, high-resolution sequences are gaining inter-
est in imaging of the peripheral nerves that are dedicated
to optimally increase the conspicuity of nerve tissue sig-
nal (1–8). Although neurographical sequences have made
substantial progress through time and many technical
aspects contributing to image quality have been addressed
(9–15), a major challenge that persists is the difficulty to
address unwanted small-vessel signal without disrupting
the signal of nerves (2), attributed to similar T1 relaxation
times between blood and nerves and the long T2 relaxa-
tion times of the two tissues. Previous techniques have
used a flow-sensitized preparation in spin echo imaging
(16–18) or low b-value diffusion weighting in gradient
echo imaging (19) to suppress such vessel signal and thus
improve the visualization of the peripheral nerves.

Flow-sensitized preparations, such as the motion-
sensitized driven equilibrium (MSDE) preparation, have
been shown to help reduce the signal of fast flowing
blood in imaging the vessel wall of large vessels (20,21)
and in angiography (22,23). However, in order to reduce
the signal of slowly flowing blood in small vessels, the
first gradient moment (m1) of MSDE needs to be signifi-
cantly increased, which unavoidably increases the sensi-
tivity to motion and can result in artifacts. In contrast,
flow-compensated diffusion preparation is less sensitive
to motion-induced phase errors. In nerve imaging, such a
flow-compensated diffusion preparation is also suitable
for attenuating vessel signal, given the significantly
higher diffusion coefficient of blood compared to nerve
when the diffusion gradients are applied perpendicular
to the nerve axis. By considering the tendency of periph-
eral nerves and surrounding vessels in the extremities to
have a common preferential orientation, as well as the
high dependence of motion sensitivity on the choice of
gradient direction relative to the anatomy, it is possible
to combine flow and diffusion sensitization in orthogo-
nal axes to benefit from both dephasing mechanisms to
improve nerve conspicuity.

The extremities have been shown to be a region where
vessel signal interferes with the visualization of the
nerves (19,24). Given that large veins and arteries with
fast flow in this region tend to run in the same direction
as the nerves and smaller vessels with slow flow are
more tortuous and run in many directions, the extremi-
ties appear as a region where the orthogonal application
of motion (flow) and diffusion sensitization can be
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highly advantageous for vessel suppression. Moreover,
given that sagittal and coronal views of long segments of
peripheral nerves in the extremities can be useful in the
identification of regions with pathology, it is advanta-
geous to combine signal preparation with a 3D readout
utlizing isotropic resolution.

The purpose of the present work is to develop an
orthogonally combined motion- and diffusion-sensitized
driven equilibrium (OC-MDSDE) preparation sequence
that yields improved vessel-signal suppression and high
nerve signal for imaging of peripheral nerves in the
extremities. The proposed preparation scheme is com-
bined with a 3D turbo spin echo (TSE) acquisition and
its vessel suppression capability is demonstrated in vivo
in the knee region.

METHODS

Pulse Sequence Design

The proposed OC-MDSDE preparation module was imple-
mented based on the improved motion-sensitized driven
equilibrium (iMSDE) module (25) and on the flow-
compensated diffusion-sensitized driven equilibrium (FC-
DSDE) module. This merge is schematically shown in Fig-
ure 1. The backbone of this preparation sequence is the
radiofrequency (RF) pulse train, for which a dual refo-
cused hyperbolic secant (DRHS) design was chosen,
because of its reduced sensitivity to main field and trans-
mit B1 field inhomogeneities (25). The flow- and
diffusion-sensitizing gradients (shown in gray in Fig. 1)
were designed to compensate the gradient zeroth moment
(m0¼ 0) in iMSDE and both the zeroth and first moments
(m0¼m1¼ 0) in FC-DSDE, respectively. The composed
OC-MDSDE preparation was followed by a 3D TSE readout
after spoiling of residual transverse magnetization.

Flow-sensitizing gradients in the iMSDE component
were oriented parallel to the nerve and diffusion-
sensitizing gradients in the FC-DSDE component were

oriented perpendicular to the nerve, with the aim of
minimizing both motion-induced artifacts and diffusion-
induced attenuation of the nerve signal. In imaging of
the lower extremities, flow-sensitizing gradients (Gk in
Fig. 1) were applied in the feet-head direction, corre-
sponding to the frequency-encoding axis; diffusion-
sensitizing gradients (G? in Fig. 1) were applied in the
anterior-posterior direction, corresponding to the first
phase encoding axis of the 3D acquisition. Moderate
flow-sensitizing gradient strengths Gpl were used in the
iMSDE component to generate a sufficiently large m1 to
reduce vessel signal, while simultaneously generating a
small b value (<50 s/mm2) to minimize diffusion attenu-
ation of the nerve signal. In the FC-DSDE component,
diffusion-sensitizing gradient strengths Gpp were roughly
4 times higher than Gpl to reduce vessel signal by means
of diffusion and of second and higher gradient moment
mechanisms.

Residual eddy currents induced by the flow- or
diffusion-sensitizing gradients can induce a significant
signal loss after the preparation module (26). A bipolar
gradient prepulse was therefore included in the iMSDE
implementation and used in all measurements for eddy
current desensitization (ECD) (27). In the FC-DSDE part,
a monopolar gradient prepulse consisting of four lobes
was implemented for the same purpose. The four-lobe
ECD design, from here onward denoted as improved
ECD, was chosen based on the previous finding that a
train of gradient prepulses identical to the sensitizing
gradient pulses in the sequence are effective in reducing
residual eddy currents (28).

Simulations of Eddy Current Effects

The effects of eddy currents on the prepared signal were
simulated for the FC-DSDE part of the module (c.f. Fig.
1), in which large gradient strengths were used. The spa-
tially linear eddy current gradient field g rise generated
during the rising ramp (with a duration r) of an applied
trapezoidal gradient of the amplitude G0, was modeled
by a single time constant s and weighting w as:
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The linear eddy current field generated during the falling
ramp of the trapezoid, g fall, was modeled following the
same principle (29), but with opposite polarity. The net
linear eddy current field generated by the whole trape-
zoidal gradient was then determined from the superposi-
tion of grise and gfall. These eddy current fields were
simulated for the complete diffusion gradient waveform
in FC-DSDE for time constants in the range of 0.1 to 200
ms and with a constant eddy current weighting of 0.13
(25). Distortions to the applied gradient lobes induced by
eddy currents were then simulated for all diffusion gra-
dients, and the residual gradient zeroth moment m0 at
the end of the preparation was computed. This proce-
dure was performed for the FC-DSDE preparation utiliz-
ing no ECD gradients and for FC-DSDE using the above-

FIG. 1. OC-MDSDE preparation sequence showing the combina-
tion of the iMSDE and FC-DSDE components. For the RF compo-
nent, a DRHS design is used to improve robustness against B0

and B1 inhomogeneities. The iMSDE component in OC-MDSDE
uses low flow-sensitizing gradient strengths Gpl in the direction
parallel to the nerve and the FC-DSDE component uses high
diffusion-sensitizing gradient strengths Gpp perpendicular to the
nerve. Gradient duration d and separation T are the same for both
iMSDE and FC-DSDE components. Double-bipolar and quadruple-
monopolar gradient pulses are used in iMSDE and FC-DSDE,
respectively, before excitation for ECD.
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described ECD gradient prepulse designed to maximize
robustness to eddy currents. Similar to previous work
that investigated eddy currents in similar sequences (30),
signal attenuation of static spins was determined from the
mean phase accumulation at the end of the preparation,
just before the final RF pulse that flips the transverse
magnetization into the longitudinal axis, at distances from
the magnet isocenter ranging from 0 to 20 cm.

In Vivo Measurements

Seven healthy volunteers (mean age, 31 6 8 years; 4
males, 3 females) participated in the study. The study
was approved by the local institutional review board and
conducted in accord with the committee for human
research. All subjects gave written informed consent
before their participation in the study. All acquisitions
were performed with a 3 Tesla whole-body Philips scan-
ner (Philips Ingenia, Best, The Netherlands) with a 16-
channel transmit-receive knee coil. Subjects were posi-
tioned supine and the coil was centered at the kneecap
to cover the tibial and peroneal nerves above and below
the knee. Low-resolution surveys in sagittal and coronal
planes and a 2D T2-weighted TSE scan were acquired
axially to aid alignment of the desired imaging volume to
the curved path of the nerves. All 3D acquisitions were per-
formed sagittally with a 3D TSE readout utilizing three dif-
ferent preparation modules: iMSDE, FC-DSDE, and OC-
MDSDE, using the following 3D TSE sequence parameters
for all acquisitions: field of view¼ 270" 165" 100 mm3;
acquisition voxel¼1.25" 1.25" 1.4 mm3; reconstruction
voxel¼0.63" 0.63" 0.7 mm3; repetition time/echo time
(TE)¼2,000/273 ms; echo train length¼150; fat suppres-
sion using spectral adiabatic inversion recovery; number of
signal averages¼ 2 using phase cycling for removal of free
induction decay artifacts; parallel imaging using sensitivity
encoding (SENSE) with reduction factor R¼ 2.5 (anterior-to-
posterior phase encoding direction); and total scan
duration¼ 2 minutes 18 seconds. The 3D TSE imaging
readout used a variable flip angle train optimized to delin-
eate thin nerves embedded in muscle considering the nerve
geometry and the blurring mechanisms characteristic for
nerve and muscle in 3D TSE (31).

In Vivo Validation of ECD

For in vivo validation of the ECD, three measurements were
made for 1 subject using different preparation modules. The
preparation module in the first measurement introduced
only a T2 weighting (TEprep¼ 57 ms) and no vessel suppres-
sion (G¼0 mT/m). In the second measurement, OC-MDSDE
without ECD was applied (TEprep¼65 ms; Gpl,pp¼ (6, 44)
mT/m). In the third measurement, OC-MDSDE using the
same sequence parameters was applied, but utilizing ECD.

In Vivo Assessment of Motion Sensitivity

The sensitivity to motion of FC-DSDE (in the 2 cases of
diffusion-sensitizing gradients parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the nerve) compared to iMSDE (motion-sensitizing
gradients parallel to the nerve) was assessed for 1 subject
by means of increasing strength of the sensitizing gra-
dients in each sequence while keeping a constant

TEprep¼ 50 ms. Sagittal 3D TSE images were acquired
with iMSDE parallel to the nerve (three acquisitions
with increasing gradient strengths Gpl¼ 4, 6, and 43 mT/
m), FC-DSDE parallel to the nerve (three acquisitions
with Gpp¼ 4, 6, and 45 mT/m), and with FC-DSDE per-
pendicular to the nerve (Gpp¼4, 6, and 45 mT/m). Gradi-
ent strengths were chosen for iMSDE and FC-DSDE to
generate similar b-values and thus comparable sensitivity
to motion in directions transverse to the nerve.

In Vivo Evaluation of Vessel Signal Suppression

The effectiveness of vessel signal suppression of the
iMSDE, FC-DSDE, and OC-MDSDE preparation schemes
was evaluated for 1 subject. Sagittal 3D TSE images were
first acquired with the preparation module without
active gradients resulting in no vessel suppression, to be
used as a reference. Images with iMSDE were acquired
using a high m1 of 6,780 mT ms2/m to maximize vessel
suppression. Images with FC-DSDE perpendicular to the
nerve were acquired with a moderate b-value of 300
s/mm2 (m1¼0), and images with OC-MDSDE were
acquired with b¼ 325 s/mm2 and m1¼3,914 mT ms2/m.
TEprep was 57 ms in all 3 cases.

Vessel suppression and nerve signal attenuation were
compared for iMSDE and the proposed OC-MDSDE in 7
subjects. Sagittal 3D TSE images were acquired with
iMSDE (TEprep¼58 ms; b¼ 40 s/mm2; m1¼5,870 mT
ms2/m) and with OC-MDSDE (TEprep¼58 ms; b¼ 450 s/
mm2; m1¼ 5870 mT ms2/m). Nerve-to-vessel signal
ratios were measured for the 7 subjects for iMSDE and
the proposed OC-MDSDE. Ratios were obtained from the
average signal within regions of interest in the tibial
nerve and in the popliteal vein, drawn on an axial plane
above the knee. The popliteal vein runs immediately
next to the tibial nerve in the knee region and can
obscure the visualization of the nerve in some regions.
Although there are multiple vessel segments that can
affect the nerve delineation, the popliteal vein was
selected as a region of interest (ROI) in order to stan-
dardize the nerve-to-vessel signal ratio determination
across subjects.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the tibial nerve and in
the gastrocnemius muscle was measured in 2 subjects
from ROIs drawn on images acquired with iMSDE and
with OC-MDSDE with the sequence parameters
described above. SNR was measured from the mean tis-
sue signal intensity within an ROI and from the stan-
dard deviation of pure noise in the corresponding
region (32). Pure noise images were acquired separately,
with all RF pulses and gradients turned off. Experimen-
tally measured SNR values for OC-MDSDE were com-
pared to expected SNR values for this method.
Expected SNR for OC-MDSDE was derived from the
diffusion-induced signal loss relative to iMSDE result-
ing from the additional diffusion weighting (applied
perpendicularly to the nerve axis) in OC-MDSDE rela-
tive to iMSDE. For the computation of the expected
SNR for OC-MDSDE, the diffusion constants used were
0.001 and 0.00135 mm2/s (33–35) for nerve and muscle,
respectively.
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Qualitative Evaluation and Statistical Testing of In Vivo
Results

Image quality was evaluated by means of a 5-point visual
grading of the source images acquired with iMSDE and
with the proposed OC-MDSDE by two board-certified
radiologists with 15 (J.S.K) and 1.5 (E.K.) years of experi-
ence. Evaluations from each reader were performed
blindly and independently from one another in order to
assess interobserver reproducibility. The evaluated crite-
ria consisted of: 1) vessel signal appearing in nerve
regions; 2) nerve signal homogeneity; 3) visibility of
small nerve branches within gastrocnemius muscle; 4)
contrast of nerve to surrounding muscle; and 5) overall
artifacts. In the 5-point grading scale, a grade of 1 was
the most favorable and a grade of 5 was the least favor-
able. The scores used in the 5-point grading varied
among criteria and are specified in Supporting Table S1.

The average grades corresponding to iMSDE and OC-
MDSDE were statistically compared for each criterion
using a paired t test with a significance level of 5%.
Interobserver agreement was determined by measuring
the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for the two
methods for each criterion. The ICC model was based on
a two-way random comparison of absolute agreement
type and the coefficients were computed with a signifi-
cance level of 5%.

RESULTS

Simulations and In Vivo Assessment of Eddy Current
Effects

Figure 2a shows simulations of eddy-current–induced sig-
nal loss, underlining the importance of ECD in the FC-
DSDE component of OC-MDSDE preparation. In the case
when no ECD is included in the simulations, phase

accumulation from small eddy current time constants, that
exceeds 2p (phase wrapping), leads to sharp nonmono-
tonic signal fluctuations with increasing distance from the
isocenter. With increasing eddy current time constants, the
variation of signal remains pronounced, but takes on a
monotonic behavior. When the improved ECD is included
in the simulations, a milder monotonic signal variation
results with increasing distance from the isocenter. Thus,
the simulation results demonstrate the benefit of the
improved ECD presented in this work. The corresponding
in vivo results in Figure 2b show that OC-MDSDE without
ECD leads to large artifacts (center image), and that such
artifacts are removed when ECD is used (right-most image).

In Vivo Assessment of Motion Sensitivity

Figure 3 shows the need of flow compensation when
using iMSDE with b-values in the order of 200 s/mm2.
iMSDE applied parallel to the direction of the nerve
(iMSDEk) with m1¼ 11,740 mT ms2/m and b¼ 215 s/mm2

results in motion-induced signal loss and image degrada-
tion, most notably close to the pulsating artery. The flow-
compensated version of iMSDEk, FC-DSDEk, is shown to
yield no motion-induced artifacts when similar sensitivity
to motion (in transverse directions) is achieved. FC-DSDE
applied perpendicular to the nerve (FC-DSDE?) is also
shown to generate no artifacts as well as to yield higher
nerve signal than FC-DSDEk.

In Vivo Evaluation of Vessel Signal Suppression

A comparison of the vessel signal suppression capability
of the iMSDE, FC-DSDE, and OC-MDSDE sequences is
shown in Figure 4. iMSDE with m1- and b-values at the
upper limit of the range commonly used for vessel sup-
pression applications results in leftover vessel signal.
FC-DSDE applied perpendicular to the nerve with a
moderate b-value reduces vessel signal, but, compared to
iMSDE, shows returning vessel signal with flow in the
direction of the nerve. OC-MDSDE with moderate m1-
and b-values reduces more vessel signal than iMSDE and
FC-DSDE.

Figure 5 provides a qualitative comparison of the rela-
tive attenuation of vessel and nerve signal obtained with
iMSDE and OC-MDSDE in 5 subjects (remaining 2 sub-
jects not shown). In both sagittal and coronal views, a
superior reduction of vessel signal is observed with OC-
MDSDE compared to iMSDE. Moreover, for all subjects,
the nerve-to-vessel signal ratios measured in the tibial
nerve and in the popliteal vein were higher for OC-
MDSDE compared to iMSDE. The mean nerve-to-vessel
signal ratio of the 7 subjects was 0.40 6 0.17 for iMSDE
and 0.63 6 0.37 for OC-MDSDE. Measured nerve-to-
vessel signal ratios for all subjects are listed in Support-
ing Table S2.

The mean SNR measured in 2 subjects was 30 6 2 in
nerve and 16 6 4 in muscle for iMSDE. For OC-MDSDE,
the mean measured SNR was 22 6 2 in nerve and 10 6 1
in muscle. Measured SNR for OC-MDSDE translates to
an observed SNR loss of 27% in nerve and of 38% in
muscle compared to iMSDE. The mean expected SNR for
OC-MDSDE, computed as the mean SNR measured for
iMSDE multiplied by an exponential comprising the b-

FIG. 2. Eddy current effects and desensitization (ECD) in OC-
MDSDE. (a) Simulated water signal as a function of eddy current
time constant and distance from the isocenter shown using no
ECD (left) and using improved ECD (right). (b) In vivo images of a
healthy subject’s knee showing the proposed method with no
active gradients (left), with Gpp¼44 mT/m and no ECD (center),
and with Gpp¼44 mT/m and improved ECD (right). Artifacts result
when no ECD is used, but are avoided with improved ECD.
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value difference between the two methods and the diffu-
sion constant for a given tissue, was found to be 20 6 2
in nerve and 9 6 3 in muscle, yielding an expected
diffusion-induced SNR loss of 33% in nerve and 44% in
muscle with OC-MDSDE method compared to iMSDE.

Qualitative Evaluation and Statistical Testing of In Vivo
Results

Visual grading of image quality observed with iMSDE and
OC-MDSDE resulted in statistically significant reduction
of vessel signal appearing in nerve regions when using
OC-MDSDE (P< 0.001). Homogeneity of nerve signal and
the visibility of small nerve branches within the gastroc-
nemius muscle were not significantly affected by the
choice of vessel suppression method (P¼ 0.83 and
P¼0.69, respectively). Furthermore, nerve contrast was
observed to be significantly higher with OC-MDSDE com-
pared to iMSDE (P¼ 0.015), and no significant difference
in overall artifacts was found between the two methods
(P¼ 1). The average ICC for interobserver agreement was
0.91 for iMSDE and 0.95 for OC-MDSDE. Assigned grades

and the corresponding ICC measures are listed in Sup-
porting Table S3.

DISCUSSION

The current work presents a combined motion- (flow)
and diffusion-sensitized preparation for suppressing ves-
sel signal that is not effectively suppressed by conven-
tional flow sensitization methods and that is particularly
advantageous for imaging anatomical structures with
specific diffusion properties and geometrical orienta-
tions. The proposed orthogonally combined motion- and
diffusion-sensitized driven equilibrium (OC-MDSDE) is
demonstrated here for high near isotropic resolution
imaging of peripheral nerves in the lower extremities
using a 3D TSE readout.

Vessel signal compromising nerve visualization is
often encountered in peripheral nerve imaging (24). Sim-
ilar signal intensities of nerves and adjacent vessels can
lead to the reduction of nerve contrast and thus to
obstruction of nerve delineation. In order to overcome
this problem, vessel signal intensity can be manipulated

FIG. 3. Comparison of the motion sensitivi-
ty of iMSDE and FC-DSDE preparation-
based imaging. Columns show images of
the tibial nerve in the knee acquired sagit-
tally with increasing gradient strength and
constant preparation duration. Top row:
iMSDE parallel to the direction of the nerve
(iMSDE|) at increasing m1- and b-values.
Middle row: FC-DSDE parallel to the direc-
tion of the nerve (FC-DSDE|) at m1¼0 and
increasing b-values. Bottom row: FC-
DSDE perpendicular to the direction of the
nerve (FC-DSDE?) at m1¼0 and increas-
ing b-values. Motion-induced signal loss is
observed when reaching sufficiently large
m1 with iMSDE, most severely near the
pulsating artery (red arrows in top row).
Using flow compensation prevents the
appearance of motion-induced artifacts at
increasing motion sensitivity (middle and
bottom rows) and maximizes nerve signal
when the diffusion gradients are oriented
perpendicular to the nerve (yellow pointers
in middle and bottom rows). m1 is given in
units of mT ms2/m and b in s/mm2.
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to appear higher or lower than that of nerve signal.
Whereas both the increase and the reduction of vessel
signal can help recover nerve contrast (36), suppression
of vessel signal can lead to better nerve visualization.
Flow-sensitized–driven equilibrium, such as iMSDE, is
frequently used with 3D TSE in peripheral nerve imaging
for vessel signal suppression (16–18). The moderate m1-
values normally used in iMSDE for vessel suppression
often result in incomplete suppression of slow flow, but
using large m1-values in iMSDE can result in motion-
induced artifacts and image degradation (25). FC-DSDE
has been used in diffusion applications to overcome
motion-induced signal loss and has been shown to give
artifact-free images using moderate b-values (37,38). In
peripheral nerve imaging, FC-DSDE has the additional
advantage that, attributed to the high microstructural
anisotropy of nerves, diffusion weighting can be used to
attenuate vessel signal without a considerable attenua-
tion of nerve signal. Moreover, second and higher gradi-
ent moments can contribute to the vessel suppression
capability of FC-DSDE. Given the persistent problem of
residual vessel signal in peripheral nerve imaging, it is
desirable to use all vessel-attenuating mechanisms avail-
able in a driven equilibrium preparation to maximize
vessel signal suppression. The proposed OC-MDSDE
preparation utilizes flow and diffusion sensitization and
exploits the vessel-nerve geometry of peripheral nerves
in the extremities to achieve this goal.

As can be expected for the FC-DSDE component of the
preparation, which has a weak inherent robustness to
eddy currents attributed to the monopolar nature of its
sensitizing gradients (39), simulation and experimental
results show that ECD needs to be incorporated into this
component when using the high gradient strengths
required to attenuate vessel signal (for a fixed prepara-
tion duration). Moreover, the four-lobe ECD gradient pre-
pulse approach used in this work showed to be highly
robust to eddy-current–induced signal loss for a wide
range of eddy current time constants and at considerable

displacements from the magnet isocenter. The inadequa-
cy of the application of iMSDE with the high gradient
strengths (25) necessary for moderate b-values is appar-
ent from in vivo results showing motion-induced arti-
facts. The need for flow compensation in this situation is
therefore obvious. The importance of choosing the right
diffusion-sensitizing direction in FC-DSDE is apparent at
even moderate b-values. In agreement with the much
smaller radial than axial diffusivity observed in nerve
tissue (34,35), in vivo results show that considerable
nerve signal is preserved when diffusion-sensitizing gra-
dients are applied perpendicular, as opposed to parallel,
to the long axis of the nerve. This effect can be expected
to be greater at larger b-values.

Although FC-DSDE using moderate b-values alone can
significantly reduce signal of vessels with slow and fast
flow, iMSDE with low m1 still poses an advantage if
applied parallel to the direction of fast flow. In the extrem-
ities, large veins and arteries with fast flow tend to follow
a similar course as the nerves, whereas smaller vessels
with slow flow tend to be more tortuous and run in a large
variety of directions. Therefore, the intrinsic combination
of iMSDEk and FC-DSDE? in OC-MDSDE results in a
powerful reduction of vessel signal from both fast and
slow flow with minimal attenuation of nerve signal.

In vivo results presented in this work reproducibly
demonstrate the superior vessel-suppressing capability of
the proposed OC-MDSDE preparation compared to the
conventional iMSDE preparation. When using b-values
as high as 450 s/mm2, the nerve-to-vessel signal ratio
measured for OC-MDSDE is observed to be higher in all
7 cases, despite the inevitable SNR loss. Moreover, a sig-
nificant reduction of vessel signal and a significant
increase of nerve contrast are observed with the pro-
posed method. It is important to note that vessel signal
suppression with either of the presented methods is not
complete. Depending on the imaged anatomical region
and on the subject, vessel flow characteristics may vary
and may result in a variable amount of vessel signal

FIG. 4. Comparison of vessel signal suppression capabilities. Sagittal images of the tibial nerve in the knee acquired with three prepara-
tion modules utilizing different attenuation mechanisms show the suppression of vessel signal that can be achieved with each method.
Images acquired with no sensitizing gradients show vessel contamination. Images obtained with flow-sensitive iMSDE using high m1

show an effective reduction in vessel signal, but incomplete suppression of slow flow (red arrows). FC-DSDE perpendicular to the direction
of the nerve using a moderate b-value results in better suppression of slow flow (red arrows), but shows some vessel signal recovery parallel
to the nerve (yellow pointers). OC-MDSDE with moderate m1- and b-values shows signal reduction both of vessels orthogonal and parallel
to the nerve (red arrows, yellow pointers). m1 is given in units of mT ms2/m and b in s/mm2.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the vessel signal suppression capability and nerve-to-vessel signal ratios of iMSDE and OC-MDSDE in 5 subjects.
(a) Sagittal images of the knee showing the tibial nerve in 5 healthy subjects shown in columns compare the effects on vessel and nerve
signal resulting from utilizing iMSDE (m1¼5,870; b¼40) and OC-MDSDE (m1¼5,870; b¼450) preparations. The yellow arrow points to
the tibial nerve, and the red arrows point to residual vessel signal. (b) Coronal reformats showing the tibial and peroneal nerves and, simi-
larly to (a), further displaying the effects on vessel and nerve signal resulting from the two preparation methods. (c) Coronal and axial maxi-
mum intensity projection reformats illustrating the generation of ROIs, carried out on the axial plane denoted by the red dashed line.
Yellow and orange circles illustrate ROIs drawn on the tibial nerve and on the popliteal vein, respectively. Measured nerve-to-vessel signal
ratios for iMSDE and OC-MDSDE are given in gray boxes in the bottom-left corners of (a). For all 5 subjects, OC-MDSDE yields larger
reduction of vessel signal as well as a higher nerve-to-vessel ratio than iMSDE. m1 is given in units of mT ms2/m and b in s/mm2.
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suppression. Alternatively, vessel signal suppression in
subjects having vessels with faster flow may yield images
showing minimal differences between the two prepara-
tion methods (iMSDE and OC-MDSDE).

Although demonstrated here for the lower extremities,
high-resolution imaging of the nerves in the upper extremi-
ties (eg, in the wrist) would also benefit from the applica-
tion of the proposed method. As presently shown, the
high near isotropic resolution acquisition with 3D TSE
allows the generation of 3D reformats on all three orthogo-
nal planes as well as of oblique multiplanar reconstruc-
tions, where the nerve trajectory can be precisely followed.

It is important to further note that a preparation dura-
tion of roughly 60 ms was chosen for all measurements.
The preparation duration impacts signal attenuation by T2

decay, which is crucial for achieving the desired contrast
between the nerves and the surrounding muscle (17,18).
Moreover, in OC-MDSDE, the preparation duration also
limits the diffusion weighting that can be realized using a
fixed gradient strength. A preparation duration of OC-
MDSDE of approximately 60 ms was therefore found here
to generate the desired contrast and allow the realization
of the desired b-value using maximal gradient strength.

The proposed OC-MDSDE approach has also a number
of limitations. First, the inevitable overall signal loss that
results from using high b-values may be undesirable in
scans with low SNR. Nonetheless, moderate b-values can
still be used in these situations at the cost of inferior ves-
sel signal suppression. Second, although the choice of
preparation duration and of diffusion weighting in the
proposed method satisfactorily reduce muscle and vessel
signals, T2 decay and diffusion weighting in OC-MDSDE
do not suppress signal of stationary fluid, which might
obscure nerve visualization. Third, although the
improved ECD presented here was shown to suffice,
eddy current effects may still be visible when imple-
menting the proposed method on different imaging sys-
tems with distinct eddy current properties, especially if
high b-values are used. Fourth, the presently proposed
method was not directly compared to the reversed fast
imaging with steady state free precession (PSIF) tech-
nique, which has been previously used for vessel sup-
pression in peripheral nerves imaging of the extremities
(19,40). Fifth, the presently shown insensitivity of OC-
MDSDE to motion, as introduced by the flow compensa-
tion, is limited. At sufficiently high b-values, motion-
induced phase errors from higher-order motion may
become significant and lead to artifacts. However, main-
taining a moderate b-value, as done in this study, should
reduce such effects. Last, it should be noted that with
increasing b-values, the weighting of the OC-MDSDE mod-
ule deviates from pure T2 weighting and has also a
diffusion-weighting component.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that the proposed OC-MDSDE prepara-
tion can provide improved vessel signal suppression and
high nerve signal in imaging of peripheral nerves in the
extremities. Namely, the combination of flow and diffu-
sion sensitization in OC-MDSDE is shown to effectively
reduce signal in vessels having both fast and slow flow

without significantly affecting the nerve signal while
being robust against eddy currents and motion. More-
over, OC-MDSDE has been shown to be readily compati-
ble with high-resolution readouts, such as 3D TSE, and
is therefore highly advantageous in high-resolution
applications, such as imaging of peripheral nerves in the
extremities.
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Chapter 5. Journal Publications

5.3 Journal Publication III:
Isotropic Resolution Diffusion Tensor Imaging of Lum-
bosacral and Sciatic Nerves Using a Phase-Corrected
Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin Echo

The publication entitled Isotropic Resolution Diffusion Tensor Imaging of Lumbosacral and
Sciatic Nerves Using a Phase-Corrected Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin Echo was pub-
lished in Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISSN: 1522-2594). The manuscript was au-
thored by Barbara Cervantes, Anh T. Van, Dominik Weidlich, Hendrik Kooijman, Andreas
Hock, Ernst J. Rummeny, Alexandra Gersing, Jan S. Kirschke, and Dimitrios C. Karampinos.

Abstract

Purpose

To perform in vivo isotropic-resolution diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) of lumbosacral and
sciatic nerves with a phase-navigated diffusion-prepared (DP) 3D turbo spin echo (TSE)
acquisition and modified reconstruction incorporating intershot phase-error correction
and to investigate the improvement on image quality and diffusion quantification with the
proposed phase correction.

Methods

Phase-navigated DP 3D TSE included magnitude stabilizers to minimize motion and eddy-
current effects on the signal magnitude. Phase navigation of motion-induced phase errors
was introduced before readout in 3D TSE. DTI of lower back nerves was performed in vivo
using 3D TSE and single-shot echo planar imaging (ss-EPI) in 13 subjects. Diffusion data
were phase-corrected per k

z

plane with respect to T
2

-weighted data. The effects of motion-
induced phase errors on DTI quantification was assessed for 3D TSE and compared with
ss-EPI.

Results

Non–phase-corrected 3D TSE resulted in artifacts in diffusion-weighted images and over-
estimated DTI parameters in the sciatic nerve (mean diffusivity [MD] = 2.06 ± 0.45). Phase
correction of 3D TSE DTI data resulted in reductions in all DTI parameters (MD = 1.73 ±
0.26) of statistical significance (P ∑ 0.001) and in closer agreement with ss-EPI DTI param-
eters (MD = 1.62 ± 0.21).

Conclusion

DP 3D TSE with phase correction allows distortion-free isotropic diffusion imaging of lower
back nerves with robustness to motion-induced artifacts and DTI quantification errors.
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5.2 Journal Publication III

Author Contributions

(i) The first author alone: programmed the magnetic resonance pulse sequence (propri-
ety hardware and software from Philips Medical Systems (Best, The Netherlands)); imple-
mented the fitting routine used for data analysis (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release
2016b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States); implemented the post-
processing routine used for data analysis (Diffusion Imaging in Python (Dipy) [69]); per-
formed all experiments (in vivo magnetic resonance measurements); performed the data
post-processing; and performed the data analysis. (ii) With the help and consultation of
the coauthors, the first author: designed the experiment; implemented the image recon-
struction using MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox; performed the statistical data analysis;
and wrote the manuscript.
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Isotropic Resolution Diffusion Tensor Imaging of
Lumbosacral and Sciatic Nerves Using a Phase-Corrected
Diffusion-Prepared 3D Turbo Spin Echo

Barbara Cervantes,1* Anh T. Van,2 Dominik Weidlich,1 Hendrick Kooijman,3

Andreas Hock,3 Ernst J. Rummeny,1 Alexandra Gersing,1 Jan S. Kirschke,4

and Dimitrios C. Karampinos1

Purpose: To perform in vivo isotropic-resolution diffusion ten-
sor imaging (DTI) of lumbosacral and sciatic nerves with a
phase-navigated diffusion-prepared (DP) 3D turbo spin echo
(TSE) acquisition and modified reconstruction incorporating
intershot phase-error correction and to investigate the
improvement on image quality and diffusion quantification with
the proposed phase correction.
Methods: Phase-navigated DP 3D TSE included magnitude
stabilizers to minimize motion and eddy-current effects on the
signal magnitude. Phase navigation of motion-induced phase
errors was introduced before readout in 3D TSE. DTI of lower
back nerves was performed in vivo using 3D TSE and single-
shot echo planar imaging (ss-EPI) in 13 subjects. Diffusion data
were phase-corrected per kz plane with respect to T2-weighted
data. The effects of motion-induced phase errors on DTI quanti-
fication was assessed for 3D TSE and compared with ss-EPI.
Results: Non–phase-corrected 3D TSE resulted in artifacts in
diffusion-weighted images and overestimated DTI parameters
in the sciatic nerve (mean diffusivity [MD]¼2.06 6 0.45). Phase
correction of 3D TSE DTI data resulted in reductions in all DTI
parameters (MD¼1.73 6 0.26) of statistical significance
(P"0.001) and in closer agreement with ss-EPI DTI parame-
ters (MD¼1.62 6 0.21).
Conclusion: DP 3D TSE with phase correction allows
distortion-free isotropic diffusion imaging of lower back nerves
with robustness to motion-induced artifacts and DTI quantifi-
cation errors. Magn Reson Med 000:000–000, 2018. VC 2018
The Authors Magnetic Resonance in Medicine published
by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of International Society

for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine. This is an open
access article under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution NonCommercial License, which permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited and is not used for commer-
cial purposes.

Key words: magnetic resonance neurography; peripheral
nerves MRI; diffusion prepared turbo spin echo; motion-
induced phase errors; body diffusion; lumbar plexus

INTRODUCTION

MR imaging of proximal and peripheral nerves, denoted
MR neurography (MRN), has been emerging as a more
accurate and noninvasive alternative to nerve conduction
evaluation in the diagnosis of nerve disorders (1,2). More-
over, it has been shown that morphological MRN alone
can be insufficient in identifying nerve injury and that
quantitative MRN can be helpful for a more precise diagno-
sis (3–5). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been leading
as a prominent technique to assess disease in human prox-
imal and peripheral nerves (6–9) due to its capability to
provide functional microstructural information of nerve
fibers (10,11) and thus lead to a more accurate diagnosis of
nerve lesion compared with conventional T2-weighted
morphological imaging (12,13).

In a regime where high resolution is necessary to
image small nerves with complex geometries, diffusion-
weighted-imaging (DWI) methods are in general chal-
lenged in their ability to provide sufficient SNR and to
circumvent geometric distortions and chemical shift arti-
facts of the conventionally used 2D single-shot echo pla-
nar imaging (ss-EPI). While reliable in DWI and DTI of
anatomies with less strict resolution requirements, con-
ventional 2D ss-EPI becomes, in isotropic resolution dif-
fusion imaging of proximal and peripheral nerves, highly
susceptible to distortion artifacts resulting from eddy
currents and off-resonance effects (7). Furthermore, in
DTI, resolution limitations characteristic of ss-EPI also
impose restrictions on the ability to accurately provide
quantitative information of nerves having small diame-
ters. Available alternatives to ss-EPI for DWI and DTI for
reduced geometric distortion and chemical shift artifacts
include multishot EPI, readout-segmented EPI and
single-shot turbo spin echo techniques (14–17), which
have been in part applied in imaging of nerves in the
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body (18–22). Specifically, turbo spin echo (TSE) or fast
spin echo (FSE) techniques have been shown to yield
high resolution diffusion imaging totally free of distor-
tion and chemical shift artifacts in a broad range of body
applications (16,23–26).

Among TSE methods used for DWI and DTI, diffusion-
prepared (DP) multishot TSE can be combined with a 3D
readout to achieve isotropic resolution, which is neces-
sary in diffusion imaging of proximal and peripheral
nerves for its feasibility of curved and multiplanar recon-
structions and volume reformatting (27,28). Multishot
TSE in DWI and DTI is, however, highly susceptible to
intershot phase inconsistencies induced by motion and
eddy currents (29–31), which have been shown to affect
both the magnitude and the phase of the diffusion-
weighted TSE signal (32). It has been demonstrated that
for DP single-shot TSE the use of dephasing and rephas-
ing gradients, here referred to as magnitude stabilizers,
can minimize effects induced by motion and eddy cur-
rents on the signal magnitude, without the need to
address effects on the signal phase (16).

In DP multishot TSE, however, motion-induced phase
variations between shots lead to artifacts and diffusion
quantification errors, requiring careful considerations on
the signal phase. In recent work, DP 3D TSE with magni-
tude stabilizers has been applied in vivo using velocity
compensation (23,33,34), effectively reducing motion-
induced phase errors and resulting in reasonable image
quality and diffusion quantification. More recent work
has also shown, however, that the residual motion-
induced phase in DP 3D TSE not accounted for by mag-
nitude stabilizers can still lead to artifacts and consider-
able quantification errors, and that these can be
eliminated by measuring and correcting the motion-
induced intershot phase variations (30).

The purpose of the present work is to perform in vivo
isotropic resolution imaging of lumbosacral and sciatic
nerves by developing a phase-navigated DP 3D TSE
acquisition and a modified reconstruction incorporating
intershot phase error correction. Using the developed

acquisition and reconstruction, the current work intends
to investigate the improvement on image quality and on
diffusion quantification accuracy resulting from the pro-
posed phase correction.

METHODS

Sequence Development

The proposed phase-navigated DP 3D TSE sequence
(Fig. 1) consists of an adiabatic diffusion preparation fol-
lowed by a phase-navigated 3D TSE readout. The adia-
batic diffusion preparation has for an RF component a
modified four-segment B1-insensitive rotation (BIR-4)
pulse, previously shown to increase robustness against
B0 and transmit B1 effects when applied for T2 prepara-
tion (35–38). The modified RF configuration consists of a
BIR-4 pulse with gaps between the three RF components
added to fit diffusion-sensitizing gradients, where the
total duration of the BIR-4 RF pulse without gaps is 10
ms. The frequency sweep of the RF pulse has an ampli-
tude of 3700 Hz. Diffusion-sensitizing gradients (shown
in gray in Fig. 1) use the traditional Stejskal-Tanner
design to minimize the preparation duration TEprep. A
magnitude-stabilizing gradient (shown in red in Fig. 1) is
placed after diffusion sensitization and before the signal
tip-up and is later balanced in the 3D TSE readout
(16,32).

The developed phase-navigated 3D TSE readout con-
sists of the acquisition of navigator echoes followed by
the acquisition of imaging echoes. The acquisition of
navigator echoes takes place during the pseudo steady
state (PSS) stage of 3D TSE, in which the initial echoes
(referred to as startup echoes) are not acquired for imag-
ing purposes to avoid signal oscillations from echo to
echo (39–41). Navigator echoes are only phase-encoded
along the ky direction. Therefore, the y-direction resolu-
tion of the resulting navigator image depends on the
number of startup echoes of the echo train. To increase
the y-direction resolution of the navigator image and
hence the capability to capture more complex motion-

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence diagram of phase-navigated DP 3D TSE. The adiabatic diffusion preparation uses a modified BIR-4 pulse con-
figuration for minimizing transmit B1 effects, where 1 indicates excitation, 2 refocusing, and 3 restoration of signal. Diffusion gradients
(gray) are placed symmetrically around the refocusing segment of the pulse and a gradient is placed after the restoration segment for
spoiling residual transverse magnetization. A magnitude-stabilizing gradient (red) is placed before signal restoration and later balanced
in the 3D TSE readout. In the 3D TSE readout, startup echoes are acquired as navigator echoes (blue) using ky phase encoding only.
Imaging echoes (yellow) are acquired with ky and kz phase encoding.
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induced phase errors, sensitivity encoding (SENSE) can
be used. The imaging sequence acquires one full kz plane
in each echo train (also referred to as shot).

Phase Correction and Image Reconstruction

A schematic representation of the implemented phase cor-
rection and reconstruction routine is shown in Figure 2.
For each shot n, acquired T2-weighted (T2w) navigator k-
space data krefn (kx, ky, 0) and diffusion-weighted (DW)
navigator k-space data knavj,n (kx, ky, 0), where j denotes
the diffusion acquisition, are first low-pass filtered using a
2D triangular window, because only the low spatial fre-
quencies of the signal phase are expected to be affected by
motion. After 2D reconstruction of low-resolution T2w k-
space data krefn

lr (kx, ky, 0) and DW navigator k-space data
knavj;n

lr (kx, ky, 0), the phase of the low-resolution DW nav-
igator image-space data per diffusion acquisition j, navj;n

lr
(x, y, 0), is compared, per shot n, to the phase of the low-
resolution T2w navigator image-space data refn

lr (x, y, 0),
which are used as a reference. The estimated phase differ-
ence map Dfj,n (x, y) is then used on the 2D-reconstructed
imaging hybrid-space data imj,n (x, y, kz) to correct for
diffusion-acquisition- and shot-dependent phase by means
of complex multiplication. The 1D reconstruction along kz,
equivalently across all shots, results in the final phase-
corrected imaging data imcorr (x, y, z).

In Vivo Measurements

Thirteen healthy volunteers (mean age, 29 6 5 years;
8 males, 5 females) participated in the study. The study
was approved by the local institutional review board and
conducted in accord with the committee for human
research. All subjects gave written informed consent
before their participation in the study. All acquisitions
were performed on a 3T whole-body Philips scanner
(Philips Ingenia, Best, The Netherlands) with maximum
gradient amplitude of 45 mT/m and maximum slew rate
of 200 T/m/s, in conjunction with a 16-channel torso coil
and the built-in-table 12-channel posterior coil. The

subjects were positioned supine and the coil was cen-
tered at the pelvic bone to cover the sacral plexus and
the sciatic nerves. Survey scans were acquired in all
coronal, sagittal, and axial planes. A coronal T2-weighted
3D TSE scan was included to have a visual reference of
the nerves in further planning (42). The imaging volumes
of all following scans were aligned to the spinal cord
and positioned to cover the lumbar 5 (L5) nerve as well
as the sciatic nerve after the junction of the L5 and sacral
S1, S2, and S3 nerve branches.

DTI with DP 3D TSE was performed coronally in all sub-
jects with the following readout sequence parameters: field
of view (FOV)¼ 400" 400" 50mm3; acquisition vox-
el¼ 2.5" 2.5" 2.5 mm3; reconstruction voxel¼ 0.78"
0.78" 1.25mm3; repetition time/echo time (TR/TE)¼ 1500/
35 ms; echo train length¼ 53; duration of diffusion prepara-
tion TEprep¼32 ms; effective echo time including diffusion
preparation (43) TEeff¼53 ms; fat suppression using spec-
tral adiabatic inversion recovery; number of signal
averages¼ 2 using phase cycling for removal of free induc-
tion decay artifacts; parallel imaging using SENSE with
reduction factor R¼3 (in the right–left phase encoding
direction); b-values¼0,400 s/mm2; number of diffusion
directions¼ 6; and total scan duration¼ 11 min 58 s. Phase
encoding for navigator echoes was carried out for ky sym-
metrically around ky¼ 0, with ky max¼6 6 (SENSE factor of
3), and without kz phase encoding.

DTI with diffusion-weighted ss-EPI (DW ss-EPI) was
performed to serve as a reference and to better allow the
assessment of motion-induced effects on DTI data
acquired with DP 3D TSE. DW ss-EPI was performed axi-
ally in all subjects and coronally in one subject. Due to
severe distortions (see below), coronal DW ss-EPI data
were acquired for qualitative and visualization purposes
only. Axial and coronal DW ss-EPI were planned to
cover the same anatomy as coronal DP 3D TSE and axial
DW ss-EPI was matched in FOV in the feet–head direc-
tion and in the isotropic voxel size to coronal DP 3D
TSE. Axial DW ss-EPI scans used the following sequence
parameters: field of view¼ 400" 250" 250 mm3;

FIG. 2. Phase correction and reconstruc-
tion in phase-corrected DP 3D TSE. The
phase error map Df j,n (x, y) for each
individual diffusion acquisition j and shot
n is estimated from the low-resolution
navigator data in image space, where the
T2-weighted (b¼0) data are used as a
reference. Phase correction per shot and
per diffusion acquisition of the imaging
data with the estimated phase error is
done voxel-wise in the hybrid space (x, y,
kz). Corrected imaging data are then
reconstructed along kz to obtain the final
image. LPF, low-pass filter; FFT, fast Fou-
rier transform.
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acquisition voxel¼ 2.5" 2.5" 2.5 mm3; reconstruction
voxel¼ 0.93" 0.93" 2.50 mm3; slice gap¼ 0 mm; TR/
TE¼ 23832/47 ms; fat suppression using spectral adia-
batic inversion recovery; number of signal averages¼ 3;
partial Fourier encoding with factor¼ 0.74; parallel imag-
ing using SENSE with reduction factor R¼ 2 (in the
right–left phase encoding direction); b-values¼ 0,400 s/
mm2; number of diffusion directions¼ 6; and total scan
duration¼ 9 min 8 s.

Coronal DW ss-EPI scans used the following sequence
parameters: field of view¼ 400" 400"50 mm3; acquisi-
tion voxel¼ 2.5" 2.5"2.5 mm3; reconstruction vox-
el¼ 0.93" 0.93"2.50 mm3; slice gap¼ 0 mm; TR/
TE¼ 3346/58 ms; fat suppression using spectral adiabatic
inversion recovery; number of signal averages¼3; partial
Fourier encoding with factor¼0.74; parallel imaging
using SENSE with reduction factor R¼ 2 (in the right–
left phase encoding direction); b-values¼ 0,400 s/mm2;
number of diffusion directions¼6; and total scan dura-
tion¼ 1 min 17 s.

DTI scans with DP 3D TSE and axial DW ss-EPI were
additionally carried out three times for five of the 13
subjects with identical sequence parameters for demon-
stration of repeatability.

An additional 3D two-echo gradient echo sequence
using a bipolar (non–fly-back) readout was included to
generate a B0 map with the following sequence parame-
ters: field of view¼250"400" 250 mm3; acquisition
voxel¼ 3.2" 3.2" 3.2 mm3; reconstruction voxel¼0.78"
0.78" 3.20 mm3; TR/TE1/DTE¼ 6.6/1.14/0.8 ms; flip
angle¼ 3 #; six acquired echoes; number of signal
averages¼ 1; and total scan duration¼ 1 min 4 s. The B0

map was generated using the vendor’s algorithm for per-
forming water-fat separation of the two-echo gradient-
echo data (44).

DTI Analysis

Axial b¼ 400 DW ss-EPI data were registered to axial
b¼ 0 DW ss-EPI data using an affine transformation
(45,46) to minimize geometric distortions produced by
eddy currents.

Diffusion tensors were estimated from DTI data
acquired with DP 3D TSE and with axial DW ss-EPI
using an own nonlinear fitting routine implemented in
MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 2016b (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). DTI parameters were
computed from the derived eigenvalues and projections
of the primary eigenvectors of DTI DP 3D TSE data on
the coronal and sagittal planes were generated for visual-
ization of preferential nerve direction.

For each subject, the sciatic nerve at the level of the
greater sciatic foramen was identified on iso-diffusion-
weighted images (iso-DWIs) generated from axial DW ss-
EPI data and axially reformatted DP 3D TSE data. Sagit-
tal views were used to locate the left and right sciatic
nerves at the height of the base of the femoral head in
the feet–head direction. The selected feet–head location
relative to the femoral head was then confirmed using
coronal views, in which the left–right locations of both
nerves were then found. Given the locations noted in
feet–head and left–right directions, axial views were

finally used to localize both left and right sciatic nerves
in all three orthogonal dimensions. Supporting Figure
S1, which is available online, illustrates the localization
procedure described above.

Regions of interest (ROIs) were independently drawn
by two MR researchers with 3.5 (B.C.) and 3 (D.W.) years
of experience in performing evaluations of quantitative
MR neurographic studies. ROIs were drawn on the local-
ized left and right sciatic nerves on axial DW ss-EPI data
and on axially reformatted DP 3D TSE data using 5 mm
averages in the feet–head direction using MATLAB and
Statistics Toolbox Release 2016b (The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA). To minimize quantification errors caused
by distortions in DW ss-EPI, the extraction of DTI met-
rics was carried out on the sciatic nerve after the junc-
tion of the L5, S1, and S2 nerves, where distortions in
DW ss-EPI images were the least severe. Axial, radial,
and mean diffusivity (AD, RD, and MD, respectively)
maps and fractional anisotropy (FA) maps were masked
independently with the ROIs obtained by the two read-
ers and mean values were extracted.

Statistical Analysis

To assess the effect of motion-induced phase errors and
their correction in DP 3D TSE, mean AD, RD, MD, and
FA values measured by a single reader (B.C.) were com-
pared across subjects for DP 3D TSE with and without
phase correction using a paired t-test with a significance
level of 0.05. To further assess robustness to motion and
thus the DTI-quantification accuracy of phase-corrected
DP 3D TSE, the DTI metrics measured with phase-
corrected DP 3D TSE were compared with those mea-
sured with DW ss-EPI using a paired t-test with the same
properties as specified above.

Interobserver agreement for the extracted DTI metrics
was determined by measuring the intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC) for DP 3D TSE with and without phase
correction and for DW ss-EPI. The ICC model was based
on a two-way random comparison of absolute agreement
type and the coefficients were computed with a signifi-
cance level of 0.05. ICCs were first computed per DTI
parameter and per method and then averaged for each
method.

Repeatability measurements in five subjects were sub-
mitted to a similar extraction of mean DTI-parameter
values by a single reader (B.C.). For assessing variance
between measurements per DTI metric and per method
across scans, root-mean-square errors (RMSE) and root-
mean-square error coefficients of variation (RMSCV)
(47) were computed for AD, RD, MD, and FA values
measured with DP 3D TSE, phase-corrected DP 3D TSE
and DW ss-EPI. Interscan agreement of the DTI metrics
measured with the three methods was determined by
computing ICC values with the model described above.

RESULTS

Effects of Phase Errors on Image Reconstruction and
Diffusion Quantification

Estimated phase error maps from DP 3D TSE data shown
in the top row of Figure 3 show motion-induced phase
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that varies across shots of the 3D TSE readout, highlight-
ing the fundamental importance of phase correction in DP
3D TSE. The corresponding reconstructed DWI shown in
the middle row demonstrates the effect of the resulting
intershot phase inconsistencies on the signal magnitude
when no phase correction is performed, which can take
the form of through-slice ghosting as well as of in-plane
signal loss (dotted arrow and solid arrow, respectively).
The reconstructed phase-corrected image shows the
reduction of ghosting and restoration of signal. Derived
MD maps in the bottom row display a large overestima-
tion of mean diffusivity values in DP 3D TSE without
phase correction and a remarkable restoration of MD val-
ues of nerve and muscle to within literature-reported
ranges when phase correction is performed. Supporting
Figure S2 further illustrates the effects of motion-induced
phase errors on image reconstruction and diffusion quan-
tification in two additional subjects.

DTI and Statistical Analysis

DTI parameters estimated by a single reader from data
acquired with DP 3D TSE and with DW ss-EPI are

summarized in Table 1. Diffusion quantification of DP
3D TSE data with and without phase correction resulted
in a statistically significant reduction in AD, RD, MD,
and FA values in the sciatic nerve after phase correction
was performed (P!0.001 for AD, RD, and MD; P¼ 0.02
for FA). The estimation of DTI metrics from DW ss-EPI
data compared with phase-corrected DP 3D TSE data
resulted in significantly different AD and MD values
(P¼ 0.03 and P¼ 0.02, respectively) and in nonsignifi-
cant differences in RD and FA values (P¼ 0.11 and
P¼ 0.27, respectively).

Mean values of the DTI metrics measured by the two
readers for DP 3D TSE, phase-corrected DP 3D TSE, and
DW ss-EPI resulted in average intraclass correlation coef-
ficients (ICC) of 0.98, 0.97, and 0.94, respectively.

Repeatability errors and interscan agreement from data
acquired in five subjects over three scans with DP 3D
TSE and DW ss-EPI are summarized in Table 2. Phase
error correction of repeated DTI measurements with DP
3D TSE resulted in reduced RMSE in AD, MD, and FA,
and in unaltered errors in RD. Similarly, RMSCV
decreased for all DTI metrics except for RD, where it
increased by one percentage point. RMSE and RMSCV
values for DW ss-EPI were smaller than those for DP 3D
TSE. ICC values of all DTI metrics for DP 3D TSE, phase-
corrected DP 3D TSE and DW ss-EPI were 0.97, 0.98 and
0.99, respectively.

Table 1
DTI Parameters of the Sciatic Nerve Measured With DP 3D TSE
With and Without Phase Correction and DW ss-EPIa

3D TSE

Uncorra Phase corrb ss-EPIc Pab Pbc

AD 3.40 6 1.04 2.67 6 0.36 2.47 6 0.31 0.001b 0.03b

MD 2.06 6 0.45 1.73 6 0.26 1.62 6 0.21 <0.001b 0.02b

RD 1.39 6 0.29 1.27 6 0.27 1.20 6 0.22 <0.001b 0.11
FA 0.52 6 0.11 0.48 6 0.10 0.45 6 0.09 0.02b 0.27

aMean 6 SD values within the sciatic nerve measured in 13
healthy subjects in left and right locations. Diffusivity values
shown in units of 10#9 m2/s. Pab denotes the P value comparing
DP 3D TSE with and without phase correction and Pbc denotes
the P value comparing phase-corrected DP 3D TSE and DW ss-
EPI.
bP<0.05.

Table 2
Repeatability Errors and Interscan Agreement for DTI Parameters
of the Sciatic Nerve Measured With DP 3D TSE With and Without
Phase Correction and DW ss-EPI

3D TSE

Uncorr Phase corr ss-EPI

AD 0.48 [11%] 0.20 [7%] 0.15 [6%]
MD 0.19 [8%] 0.13 [7%] 0.10 [6%]
RD 0.15 [11%] 0.15 [12%] 0.12 [10%]
FA 0.07 [15%] 0.06 [14%] 0.05 [12%]
ICC 0.97 0.98 0.99

RMSE, RMSCV, and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) com-
puted for DTI parameters measured in left and right locations in
the sciatic nerve in five healthy subjects over three identical
scans. RMSE in units of (10#9 m2/s) for AD, RD, and MD and in (-)
for FA. RMSCV in percentage units for all metrics.

FIG. 3. Effects of motion-induced phase errors in DP 3D TSE on
image reconstruction and diffusion quantification. Top: The esti-
mated phase error maps (shown in radians) across four shots of a
single diffusion acquisition show motion-induced phase variations
in the frequency and phase encoding directions that are inconsis-
tent across shots. Middle: The reconstruction of the correspond-
ing diffusion data without correction of motion-induced phase
errors results in incorrect signal buildup due to ghosting in the
slice encoding direction (dotted arrows) as well as in signal loss in
numerous regions, including a large loss of signal in the sciatic
nerve (full arrows). The incorporation of phase error correction in
the image reconstruction results in the elimination of ghosting arti-
facts and in the restoration of nerve signal. Bottom: Correspond-
ing MD maps show the overestimation of diffusivity values in
nerve and muscle caused by uncorrected motion-induced phase
errors.
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Distortions in Isotropic Resolution Imaging with ss-EPI

Figure 4 shows distortion problems encountered in nerve
imaging with ss-EPI. The coronal acquisition of the full
field of view containing the lower spine and the sciatic
nerves with ss-EPI results in large distortions of the S1
nerves and milder distortions of the sciatic nerves in the
phase encoding (left–right) direction compared with 3D
TSE, making coronal ss-EPI an unacceptable acquisition
method for this anatomical region. Axial acquisition
with ss-EPI, shown in sagittal reformats for two healthy
subjects (bottom rows), considerably reduces distortions
but still results in distortions of the nerve course in the
anterior–posterior direction compared with 3D TSE in
regions with considerable B0 inhomogeneity.

Isotropic Resolution DWI and DTI with Phase-Corrected
DP 3D TSE

Figures 5 to 7 illustrate DTI results of isotropic resolu-
tion imaging of sacral nerves with DP 3D TSE. Iso-DWIs
of the sacral plexus and of the sciatic nerve in coronal,

sagittal and axial views in Figure 5 clearly show the
roots, ganglia and branches of the L5, S1, and S2 nerves
as well as the course of the sciatic nerve. Coronal and
sagittal views show the inner structure of the L5 and S1
nerve branches and axial cross sections show the fibular

FIG. 5. Isotropic resolution multiview DWI of lumbosacral and sci-
atic nerves with phase-corrected DP 3D TSE. Coronal, sagittal,
and axial views of the iso-DWI acquired with isotropic resolution
phase-corrected DP 3D TSE show L5, S1, and S2 nerve roots
and branches as well as the postjunction sciatic nerve running
down in the pelvic region.

FIG. 4. Geometric distortions in ss-EPI. Top: Coronal ss-EPI
acquisition shows severe geometric distortions of the S1 nerve in
the phase encoding (left–right) direction compared with 3D TSE
(red arrows). Bottom: The sagittal reformat of axially acquired ss-
EPI shows severe distortions of the L5 nerve in the phase encod-
ing (anterior–posterior) direction compared with sagittally reformat-
ted 3D TSE (red pointers). A B0 fieldmap shows that distortions in
ss-EPI occur in regions with large B0 inhomogeneity. Moreover,
imperfect slice profiles in the axial ss-EPI acquisition lead to artifi-
cial increase and/or decrease of the nerve signal as compared to
the 3D TSE.

FIG. 6. Isotropic resolution DTI of the sciatic nerve with phase-
corrected DP 3D TSE. Sagittal and coronal reformats of iso-DWI
and corresponding DTI maps obtained with phase-corrected DP
3D TSE illustrate diffusion parameters along the sciatic nerve
before and after the junction of the L5 and S1 nerves. High diffu-
sivity values toward the ganglia of the L5 and S1 nerves are
believed to be caused by the presence of CSF fluid.
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and tibial components of the sciatic nerve near the junc-
tion of the lumbosacral nerves. Figure 6 illustrates the
advantage of multiview reformatting of isotropic 3D data
for diffusion quantification. Sagittal and coronal views of
the S1 and sciatic nerves acquired with phase-corrected
DP 3D TSE show DTI parameter maps of the full course
of the nerves. Moreover, Figure 7 shows the primary dif-
fusion tensor eigenvector projections on the coronal and
sagittal planes for sacral nerves in two healthy subjects.
The shown eigenvectors clearly depict the trajectory of
the nerves and highlight the internal orientation of small
nerve branches.

DISCUSSION

The current work presents distortion-minimized isotro-
pic resolution DTI results of the lower back nerves by
proposing a phase-navigated DP 3D TSE acquisition. In
the proposed technique, magnitude modulation induced
by motion and eddy currents is minimized with magni-
tude stabilizers and intershot phase variations induced
by motion are measured with navigator echoes before the
3D TSE readout. Because the navigator acquisition uses
the existing PSS echoes, its inclusion in the 3D TSE
readout does not lead to any change in sequence parame-
ters or to a longer acquisition duration. A phase correc-
tion and reconstruction routine is also presented, in
which phase measured from navigator data is used to
phase-correct diffusion data during image reconstruction.

DTI can be a highly valuable tool in diagnostic MRN,
but DWI of nerves in the body presents a challenging
problem for a wide range of acquisition methods
(30,35,48). ss-EPI meeting coverage and resolution
requirements necessary for imaging of nerves in the body
can be particularly vulnerable to geometric distortions
and chemical shift artifacts (49), challenging its applica-
tion in DTI measurements of nerves in the body. Single-
shot TSE techniques circumvent the problems encoun-
tered with ss-EPI (50–52) but are still limited to 2D and
nonisotropic resolution due to SAR restrictions (52–56).
Given the complex geometry of the nervous system in
the human body, 3D isotropic imaging is highly desirable
for DTI measurements in this anatomy (57,58). DTI with
TSE using a (multishot) 3D readout allows the

acquisition of isotropic resolution diffusion images but
requires the additional handling of intershot phase errors
induced by motion, which interfere with the correct
reconstruction of diffusion images when they are incon-
sistent across shots.

Present results showing the spatial distribution of esti-
mated phase errors corresponding to multiple shots in
DW data acquired in vivo with DP 3D TSE demonstrate
that phase induced by motion varies from shot to shot.
Moreover, the observation of ghosting artifacts and the
loss of signal in the associated reconstructed images con-
firm that motion-induced phase errors lead to a notable
deterioration of image quality when diffusion data are
not phase-corrected. Phase correction of the diffusion
data is shown to yield reconstructed images with mini-
mal ghosting and with largely recovered signal. The
corruption of DTI eigenvalues by phase errors is empha-
sized in the presented MD maps derived from DP 3D
TSE DTI data reconstructed with and without phase cor-
rection. Uncorrected motion-induced phase errors pro-
duce largely overestimated and thus physically
meaningless MD values while MD values derived from
phase-corrected data agree with previously reported val-
ues (7,9).

Significant reductions in the mean values of all DTI
metrics measured in the sciatic nerves in 13 subjects
with phase-corrected DP 3D TSE compared with non–
phase-corrected DP 3D TSE demonstrate the corruption
of the measured, uncorrected diffusion signals by
motion, because it is expected that the phase induced by
bulk motion during diffusion encoding will lead to the
artificial attenuation of diffusion signals and conse-
quently to the overestimation of diffusivity.

Moreover, the reduced standard deviations in all DTI
metrics observed in DP 3D TSE measurements with
phase correction indicates that the robustness to motion
provided by phase correction leads to more consistent
diffusion quantification. The closer agreement of mean
and standard deviation values observed in phase-
corrected DP 3D TSE DTI metrics to those observed with
DW ss-EPI indicates that motion robustness in the multi-
shot method approaches that in the single-shot method.
Significant differences in AD and MD metrics measured
with phase-corrected DP 3D TSE compared with DW ss-
EPI highlight residual small differences in the quantifica-
tion performances of the two methods. In the case of
phase-corrected DP 3D TSE, higher values can originate
from types of motion that the proposed technique is still
insensitive to, such as motion-induced phase variation
in the kz encoding direction or from microscopic con-
tractions within single imaging voxels that lead to intra-
voxel dephasing. In the case of DW ss-EPI, remaining
geometric distortions and/or slice profile effects can lead
to the incorrect estimation of the DTI metrics in the sci-
atic nerves. Trends of higher diffusivity metrics mea-
sured with DW TSE-based methods compared with DW
ss-EPI have already been observed (23,59,60).

DTI repeatability results further support the above
arguments. Reductions in RMSE and RMSCV in all
sciatic-nerve DTI metrics obtained with DP 3D TSE after
phase correction show that the proposed phase correc-
tion leads to lower variance within and across subjects

FIG. 7. Primary diffusion tensor eigenvector projections of lumbo-
sacral nerves with phase-corrected DP 3D TSE. Primary diffusion
tensor eigenvector projections on coronal and sagittal planes for
two healthy subjects superimposed on their corresponding iso-
DWIs generated with phase-corrected DP 3D TSE depict the
course of the L5, S1, and S2 nerves before the junction into the
sciatic nerve.
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and across scans. Although of similar order, smaller
RMSE and RMSCV values in DW ss-EPI compared with
phase-corrected DP 3D TSE indicate that the multishot
method might still be in part more sensitive to motion
than the single-shot method. We emphasize that the pro-
posed phase-navigation and phase-correction technique
is meant to increase robustness to motion and is not
expected to achieve complete motion insensitivity as
DW ss-EPI.

AD results were most vulnerable to motion effects
compared with other DTI metrics. Motion-induced phase
errors can affect different diffusion directions differently.
For example, when the motion-induced phase error
induces a signal loss in only one diffusion direction, the
affected direction becomes the direction of preferential
diffusion, potentially also affecting AD. In contrast, FA
values were observed to be least affected by motion. This
finding is in agreement with previous reports that have
shown that measurements of FA in peripheral nerves
vary less significantly than other diffusivity values when
different methods are used to estimate the metrics as
well as across nerve locations (9).

In vivo results comparing images of lower back nerves
acquired with 3D TSE and with ss-EPI show that severe
distortions of the nerves in ss-EPI data make this acquisi-
tion method unsuitable for performing accurate measure-
ments of DTI-derived parameters in the lumbosacral and
sciatic nerves, where B0 inhomogeneity can be present.
DP 3D TSE is shown to provide distortion-free DWIs and
DTI parameter maps in which individual nerves and
their internal structure can be visualized and whose
course can be clearly and accurately followed. It is fur-
ther shown that isotropic-resolution DWIs and DTI
parameter maps obtained with phase-corrected DP 3D
TSE can be reformatted in all three orthogonal planes to
inspect specific morphological and functional aspects.

The present study has several limitations. First, as any
3D acquisition technique, the proposed 3D TSE tech-
nique is associated with significantly longer scan times
than the 2D ss-EPI due to the efficient k-space traversal
of the EPI trajectory and the interleaving capability of 2D
acquisitions. Second, regarding SNR efficiency, the pro-
posed DP 3D TSE acquisition has lower SNR efficiency
than DW ss-EPI, which poses a disadvantage for the pro-
posed method. However, as suggested by the obtained
results in the current study, DW ss-EPI is only expected
to be suitable for DWI of nerves in the body where iso-
tropic resolutions are not needed and where off-
resonance does not lead to unacceptable geometric dis-
tortions and chemical shift artifacts. It is in cases of iso-
tropic resolution requirements, as well as in imaging of
anatomies where field inhomogeneity and the presence
of fat signal are problematic and unavoidable, that the
immunity to off-resonance of the proposed DP 3D TSE
technique can become of superior value despite the com-
promise in SNR efficiency. A detailed SNR analysis com-
paring DP 3D TSE and DW ss-EPI was not performed in
this work and would require further investigation.

Third, to be incorporated in the PSS stage preceding
each echo-train readout in 3D TSE, navigator echoes in
the proposed method are acquired without phase encod-
ing along the kz direction. This acquisition effectively

results in a 2D navigator image that is the average of the
3D imaging volume along the z direction. Therefore, the
proposed technique cannot resolve linear and higher
order phase errors along the non–phase-encoded direc-
tion. However, translational motion along the non–
phase-encoded direction, which results in spatially con-
stant phase errors, can still be detected and corrected.
The performance of the proposed phase correction tech-
nique, hence, depends on the spatial coverage and the
severity of motion along the non–phase-encoded direc-
tion. For the application at hand, we have shown signifi-
cant improvement in image quality and quantitative
metrics when the phase correction was used on a slab
thickness of 50 mm in the A–P direction in the pelvic
area. Because the proposed navigator acquisition is to be
obtained for free, without affecting the imaging acquisi-
tion, it is undoubtedly beneficial to incorporate the pro-
posed navigation in every multishot DWI TSE sequence.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the proposed phase-navigated DP
3D TSE acquisition and phase correction can provide
DWIs and derived DTI metrics of lumbosacral and sciatic
nerves with minimized motion-induced effects. Namely,
the measurement of motion-induced phase in DP 3D TSE
and its subsequent correction is shown to significantly
reduce the motion-induced overestimation of diffusion
tensor parameters as well as to remove artifacts from
DWIs. The proposed DP 3D TSE method has been shown
to provide distortion-free isotropic resolution DTI of
lumbosacral and sciatic nerves.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.

Fig. S1. Illustrated procedure for localizing the sciatic nerves for DTI analy-
sis. Sagittal, coronal and axial reformats of iso-diffusion-weighted images
(isoDWIs) from coronal data acquired with DP 3D TSE and from axial data
acquired with DW ss-EPI were created. The femoral head was localized in
the sagittal view and the leftright (LR), anterior-posterior (AP) and feet-head
(FH) positions of its base were marked. The marked position of the femo-
ral-head base was found and referenced in the coronal view. The sciatic
nerve at the marked FH position of the femoral-head base was localized in
the coronal view and its LR and AP positions were marked. The marked
FH, LR and AP positions of the sciatic nerve were used to localize the
nerve in the axial view. The localization procedure was carried out individu-
ally for left and right sciatic nerves for each subject.
Fig. S2. Effect of motion-induced phase errors in diffusion quantification
with DP 3D TSE. Iso-diffusion-weighted images (iso-DWIs) of two healthy
subjects obtained with DP 3D TSE show losses of signal in the sciatic
nerve and surrounding muscle when the correction of motion-induced
phase errors is not performed. Corresponding mean diffusivity (MD) maps
show the overestimation of diffusivity values in nerve and muscle caused
by motion-induced phase errors. Unusually high MD values in some regions
result from the incompletely suppressed signal of vessels and CSF fluid.
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Discussion

The present doctoral thesis is composed of the technical developments demonstrated in
the journal publications Journal Publication I, Journal Publication II and Journal Publication
III, found in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The work in Journal Publication I and
in Journal Publication II focused on solving two major problems in morphological MRN
specific to T

2

-weighted 3D TSE imaging, while the work in Journal Publication III tackled
the difficult problem of performing diffusion tensor imaging on nerves in the body using a
3D TSE readout.

Specifically, the work in Journal Publication I carefully investigated the principles gov-
erning the k-space signal generated by a TSE sequence using refocusing angle modulation
of two interfacing tissues. The work further used this knowledge to numerically reproduce
the response of the imaging signal from nerve tissue with a given geometry embedded in
another tissue and to ultimately propose a refocusing angle scheme that yields optimal sig-
nal characteristics for such nerve structures. The work in Journal Publication II studied in
detail a particular technique for vessel-signal suppression and the dephasing mechanisms
associated with it. A new method was then proposed which elegantly combines distinct
dephasing designs in order to eliminate the signal of lingering blood vessels that obscure
nerve visualization. Lastly, the work in Journal Publication III investigated the generation
of motion-induced phase errors in a proposed diffusion-prepared 3D TSE sequence and
their effects on the generated signals. Phase navigation was introduced in the diffusion-
prepared 3D TSE sequence and the understanding of motion-induced phase errors was
used to incorporate phase correction into the corresponding image reconstruction. The
work resulted in a novel technique for performing high- isotropic-resolution 3D imaging
of nerves in body regions largely affected by motion.

In the following sections, the work comprising the present doctoral thesis is put into
context with existing MRN-specific literature and discussed in its current state as well as
in future perspectives.

6.1 Review of Existing Literature

3D TSE imaging is regularly used in MRN for achieving isotropic- and high-resolution T
2

-
weighted morphological imaging of nerves outside the brain with complex geometries [44,
45]. As for all RARE sequences, the image quality in 3D TSE is governed by the loss of
signal intensity and by blurring caused by relaxation effects on k-space data. It has been
shown that TSE sequences rely on the design of a refocusing flip angle train that balances
relaxation-induced signal loss and blurring for a specific tissue [23, 24, 70, 71]. For this
reason, refocusing angle modulation is often used to customize the signal response in TSE
sequences with long refocusing trains in a broad range of applications [72–75]. Specifically
in the field of MRN, the effect of tissue-specific refocusing angle modulation on 3D TSE
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signal and blurring of nerves has been studied and is commonly employed [44, 45, 76, 77].
Tissue-specific refocusing angle modulation in 3D TSE is traditionally based on relaxation
considerations of a single reference tissue without taking into account the local geometry
or the signal contributions from surrounding tissues. It has been shown that the effect of
blurring in imaging of small embedded objects, additionally to the expected loss of edge
sharpness, is a loss of signal intensity that can jeopardize the ability to detect such small
structures [59]. Previous work has investigated the dependence of the observed TSE signal
response of small embedded objects to the employed modulated refocusing angle train
and to its spatial (geometric) setting in 2D TSE imaging of the human brain [60]. Until the
present day, no experimental assessment of tissue-specific refocusing angle modulation
including geometry considerations in nerve imaging is known.

Moreover in morphological T
2

-weighted nerve imaging, it is frequently encountered
that the presence of signal from nearby vessels compromises the visualization of nerves
[78]. In the particular field of vessel signal suppression in MRN, a major challenge that
exists in developing a methodology that suppresses unwanted vessel signal is to address
slow-flowing vessel signal without disrupting the signal of nerves [10]. In 3D TSE nerve
imaging, motion-sensitized driven-equilibrium (MSDE) preparation is often used to sup-
press vessel signal [76, 77, 79]. In MSDE, the values of the gradient first moment (m

1

)
typically used for vessel suppression often lead to the incomplete suppression of vessels
with slow flow but increasing m

1

can result in motion-induced artifacts and image degra-
dation [36]. The use of velocity compensation in MSDE, effectively resulting in a diffusion-
sensitized preparation, for overcoming motion-induced signal loss has been used in diffu-
sion applications using modearte b-values [80, 81]. Velocity compensation has also been
incorporated into various preparation techniques in nerve imaging for purposes of vessel
signal suppression with minimal motion-induced artifacts [76, 77, 79, 82].

Diffusion tensor imaging is prominently used in MRN for lesion and disease assess-
ment [16–19] due to its ability to probe functional information from the microstructure of
nerve fibers [14, 15]. DTI applied in MRN has been shown to lead to a more accurate di-
agnosis of nerve lesion compared with conventional T

2

-weighted morphological imaging
[83, 84]. Diffusion imaging of nerves in the body, however, has been shown to present a
challenging problem for a broad range of acquisition methods [85, 86]. While convention-
ally used for diffusion imaging in the brain, single-shot EPI meeting coverage and resolu-
tion specifications in MRN has been shown to be highly vulnerable to distortion artifacts
arising from eddy currents as well as from off-resonance and chemical shift effects [17,
87]. Alternative methods such as multishot EPI, readout-segmented EPI and single-shot
TSE have been shown to reduce geometric distortion and chemical shift artifacts charac-
teristic of single-shot EPI diffusion imaging [68, 88–90] and have been applied in diffu-
sion imaging of nerves in the body [91–95]. Single-shot TSE was shown to overcome the
problems encountered with single-shot EPI [96–98] but remained limited to 2D and non-
isotropic resolution due to SAR constraints [98–102]. TSE techniques have been used in
high-resolution diffusion imaging in a wide range of body applications to avoid distortion
and chemical shift artifacts [68, 103–106]. Diffusion-prepared multishot TSE can be com-
bined with a 3D readout to achieve isotropic resolution, shown to be necessary in many
MRN applications [45, 76, 107, 108]. Diffusion-prepared multishot TSE, however, has been
shown to be highly vulnerable to intershot phase inconsistencies induced by eddy currents
and motion [109–111] that have been shown to corrupt both the magnitude as well as the
phase of the diffusion-prepared TSE signal [67]. Various methods have been developed
for adapting single-shot TSE to diffusion imaging [68, 98, 100, 105, 112]. A particular
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method employing dephasing and rephasing gradients in diffusion-prepared single-shot
TSE has been shown to minimize the effects induced by eddy currents and motion on the
signal magnitude without the need to address effects on the signal phase [68]. Recent work
proposed a diffusion-prepared multishot TSE sequence employing dephasing and rephas-
ing gradients as well as velocity compensation for reducing motion-induced phase errors
[103, 113, 114]. Residual motion-induced phase variations not accounted for by dephasing
and rephasing gradients in the proposed diffusion-prepared multishot TSE method were
demonstrated in later work to cause imaging artifacts as well as diffusion quantification
errors [110]. The same work also showed that motion-induced artifacts and quantifica-
tion errors can be eliminated by measuring and correcting the motion-induced intershot
phase variations.

6.2 Present Work

6.2.1 Novelty

Previous work in refocusing angle optimization for sequences with long refocusing trains
has gone as far as to note the dependence of the signal response of an embedded tissue
to refocusing angle modulation and local geometry. The work in Journal Publication I (see
Section 5.1) introduces a complete methodology for embedded nerves describing the in-
dividual contributions of 3D TSE refocusing angle modulation effects on the embedded
and surrounding tissues while taking into account the specific geometry of the tissues.
Further, this work presents a quantitative evaluation of signal loss and blurring effects in
3D TSE imaging of small embedded objects and verifies it with in vivo results investigat-
ing this behaviour. In the context of optimization strategies in 3D TSE imaging, this work
demonstrates a geometry-specific refocusing angle modulation scheme for small embed-
ded nerves with in vivo experimental verification.

Vessel signal suppression in MRN has been addressed using either motion or diffusion
sensitization. The work in Journal Publication II (see Section 5.2) presents a preparation
module that combines motion and diffusion sensitization applied in strategically selected
gradient axes that maximize vessel signal suppression of both fast and slow blood flow and
simultaneously minimize nerve signal attenuation. The proposed methodology takes into
account the substructural anisotropy of nerves leading to a predictable signal behaviour
in the presence of diffusion sensitization. The presented method additionally considers
the relative orientation of nerves with respect to vessels in selected anatomies to care-
fully choose the orientations of motion- and diffusion-sensitizing gradients. Further, m

1

and b-values in the developed motion- and diffusion-sensitized preparation, as well as the
employed RF-pulse specifications, were specifically devised for nerve imaging in the body.
Lastly, an eddy current desensitization gradient prepulse was specifically designed for the
diffusion-sensitization component of the implemented method, which is shown to consid-
erably diminish image artifacts induced by eddy currents.

The field of diffusion tensor imaging using TSE acquisitions is, until the present day,
mostly composed of 2D acquisition methods. Although major advancements have been
made for adapting TSE sequences to high in-plane resolution diffusion tensor imaging, few
efforts have been made in the development of robust 3D TSE sequences that can be used in
high isotropic resolution diffusion tensor imaging. The work in Journal Publication III (see
Section 5.3) presents a phase-navigated diffusion-prepared 3D TSE acquisition that ad-
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dresses effects induced by motion and eddy currents on the signal magnitude (common to
single- and multishot diffusion-prepared TSE sequences) as well as intershot phase vari-
ations induced by motion (required for multishot only). Effects on the signal magnitude
are treated using an existing method developed for diffusion-prepared single-shot TSE
but adapted to the developed diffusion preparation, which was specifically designed to be
robust to field inhomogeneities encountered in body applications and readily compatible
with any type of imaging sequence. Intershot phase variations induced by motion are mea-
sured with navigator echoes before the readout of 3D TSE imaging echoes. The navigator
acquisition uses the existing pseudo steady state echoes arising from the employed tissue-
specific refocusing angle modulation, which are normally not used for imaging to avoid
artifacts. Therefore, the inclusion of phase navigation into the 3D TSE sequence does not
cause any change in sequence parameters or a longer acquisition duration. A phase cor-
rection and reconstruction procedure is also presented, in which phase measured from
navigator data is used to phase-correct diffusion data during image reconstruction. The
developed work is to our knowledge, the first and currently the only diffusion-prepared
phase-corrected 3D TSE method that can be readily applied with Cartesian sampling and
without the need of iterative reconstruction.

6.2.2 Impact

Given the regular use of 3D TSE in morphological MRN as well as the need for isotropic,
high-resolution 3D imaging in regions where nerves have complex geometries and reduced
sizes, it is valuable to improve the performance of the imaging sequence concerning im-
age quality. The methodology provided in Journal Publication I provides an optimization
tool with which the refocusing angles of the train of pulses in a 3D TSE sequence are cus-
tomized to generate small-nerve signal with highest intensity for the minimum achievable
blurring. Such an optimization tool can be easily incorporated into the scanning interface
in order to generate the optimized refocusing angle scheme corresponding to the sequence
parameters selected by the user during the preparation of the scanning protocol. The de-
veloped refocusing angle optimization tool prevents the loss of small nerve structures due
to blurring of the surrounding tissue as well as improved nerve delineation at the tissue
interface and of inner fascicles. The presented work therefore provides a formalism that
generates superior visualization of small nerves in isotropic high-resolution 3D TSE imag-
ing. Moreover, the presented methodological framework would also be relevant in other
applications using 3D TSE for imaging small objects.

Previous work mentioned in Section 6.2.1 has shown that addressing the signal of ves-
sels with slow blood flow in NMR represents a large methodological challenge. Traditional
methods designed for vessel suppression using motion sensitization suffer degradation of
image quality when the strength of the motion-sensitizing gradients is increased to the
sufficiently high values needed to attenuate the signal from slow-flowing blood. Image
degradation in motion-sensitized vessel suppression in MRN has been alleviated by replac-
ing motion-sensitizing gradients with a diffusion-sensitized configuration. The work pre-
sented in Journal Publication II shows that pure diffusion sensitization, while preventing
the undesired signal loss encountered in large-m

1

motion sensitization, is not sufficient in
suppressing the vessel signal necessary for clear nerve visualization. A vessel-suppression
preparation method is proposed in this work, which uses a specific gradient configuration
designed for nerve imaging in the body where various vessel-attenuation mechanisms are
carefully combined to suppress the signal of vessels with slow and fast flow without dis-
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rupting the signal of the imaged nerves. Given the compatibility of the developed prepara-
tion method with high-resolution readouts, such as 3D TSE, the presented work provides a
powerful tool for vessel suppression in isotropic, high-resolution 3D TSE imaging of nerves
in the body.

As described in Section 6.2.1, many efforts have been made in MRN and body applica-
tions to develop methods that can be used in high-, isotropic-resolution diffusion tensor
imaging. Conventional EPI-based acquisition methods face severe distortion and chemi-
cal shift artifacts when approaching isotropic resolutions and are difficult to employ in the
body where main-field inhomogeneity is commonly present. TSE-based methods don’t suf-
fer from distortion and chemical shift problems but require careful sequence design when
preceded by a diffusion preparation. 3D isotropic imaging, shown to be advantageous in
diffusion tensor imaging of nerves in the body, requires a multishot acquisition, which then
additionaly requires careful handling of the diffusion-prepared data prior to shot combi-
nation in the image reconstruction due to motion-induced intershot phase inconsistencies.
The work in Journal Publication III presents distortion-free isotropic resolution diffusion
tensor imaging of nerves in the body in the presence of field inhomogeneity and motion. In
the presented analysis where measured diffusion tensor metrics are compared for the pro-
posed 3D TSE method with and without phase correction, it was shown that uncorrected
3D TSE metrics are corrupted by quantification errors and that these are significantly re-
moved by phase correction. A further comparison of the phase-corrected 3D TSE data with
single-shot EPI data showed that diffusion tensor metrics obtained with the two meth-
ods are significantly similar, supporting similar robustness to motion between the two
methods. Given the absence of other TSE-based sequences adapted for motion-robust high
isotropic resolution 3D diffusion tensor imaging, the presented method uniquely advances
the field of TSE-based diffusion tensor imaging in MRN and body applications. Although the
presented novel phase-corrected diffusion-prepared 3D TSE sequence was demonstrated
for MRN, the method is anatomy-independent and can be adapted to any application re-
quiring isotropic resolution 3D TSE diffusion imaging.

6.2.3 Limitations

The present work has some limitations. The refocusing angle optimization strategy pre-
sented in Journal Publication I is limited to a selected parameter space and therefore spe-
cific to a subselection of 3D TSE sequences. The presented theoretical framework should
however also hold for other selections of sequence parameters. Moreover, unknown spa-
tial variations in relaxation times in a given tissue might result in a deviation of the ob-
served signal response from that which is expected, given that only a single pair of T

1

and
T

2

relaxation times can be used for a given tissue-specific refocusing angle optimization.
Similarly, spatial variations in the geometry of a given tissue can lead to variations in the
observed signal response. Further, the balancing of signal loss and blurring aimed at by the
refocusing angle optimization unavoidably leads to a certain degree of signal loss, which is
undesired in low-SNR scans.

The vessel-suppression preparation method presented in Journal Publication II also
has a number of limitations. The overall unavoidable signal loss induced by diffusion-
sensitized gradients may be undesirable in low-SNR scans. In such situations, lower b-
values can still be used at the expense of inferior vessel signal suppression. Moreover,
although the sequence design of the proposed vessel-suppression preparation effectively
reduces vessel signal, the attenuation mechanisms employed by this method do not sup-
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press the signal of stationary fluid, which might obstruct nerve visualization. Further,
although the proposed eddy current desensitization technique was shown to yield im-
ages free of eddy-current artifacts, eddy currents may appear when implementing the pre-
sented method on different imaging systems with different eddy current properties, partic-
ularly if high b-values are used. It is also important to note that the insensitivity to motion
introduced by velocity compensation in the proposed method is limited. At sufficiently
high b-values, motion-induced phase from higher-order motion may become significant
and lead to artifacts. The use of moderate b-values, as done in the present work, should
reduce such effects. Further, since the proposed vessel-suppression preparation utilizes
diffusion sensitization, depending on the b-value used, the prepared signal will have a dif-
fusion weighting in addition to the desired T

2

weighting. Lastly, the presented method has
until now only been demonstrated in the lower extremities and might require minor mod-
ifications for its application in other anatomies.

The phase-corrected diffusion-prepared 3D TSE technique presented in Journal Publi-
cation III has several limitations. As any 3D acquisition, the proposed method is associated
with considerably longer scan times than 2D single-shot EPI due to the efficient k-space
traversal of the EPI trajectory and the interleaving capability of 2D acquisitions. Moreover,
the proposed diffusion-prepared 3D TSE sequence has lower SNR efficiency than diffusion-
weighted single-shot EPI. However, diffusion-weighted single-shot EPI is only expected to
be suitable for diffusion MRN applications where isotropic resolutions are not needed and
where off-resonance does not cause unacceptable geometric distortions and chemical shift
artifacts. In the cases of isotropic resolution requirements and in imaging of anatomies
where field inhomogeneity and the presence of fat signal are problematic and inevitable,
the proposed technique can become of superior value in spite of the compromise in SNR ef-
ficiency. Further, for the incorporation of phase navigation during the pseudo steady state
stage preceding each echo-train in the 3D TSE readout, navigator echoes in the developed
method are acquired without phase encoding in the k

z

direction. This results in the ac-
quisition of a 2D navigator image that is the average of the 3D imaging volume along the z
direction. The developed method therefore cannot resolve linear and higher order phase
errors along the k

z

direction. Translational motion along this direction resulting in spa-
tially constant phase errors, however, can still be detected and corrected by the proposed
method. The performance of the presented phase correction technique is therefore lim-
ited by the spatial coverage and the severeness of motion along the non-phase-encoded
direction.

6.3 Perspectives

The work enclosed in the present doctoral thesis concerning morphological 3D TSE imag-
ing can be readily incorporated into routine clinical examinations and research studies
where nerves need to be visualized in multiple views. The refocusing angle strategy pro-
posed in Journal Publication I for 3D TSE can be included in a clinical protocol for a detailed
visualization of small nerves and their branches, as well as whenever the nerve fascicles
need to be resolved. Even in cases where nerves need to be visualized with high in-plane
resolution, the proposed technique can be used to locate regions of interest as well as to
inspect the entire anatomy of interest in a single glance using large fields of view. Since its
development, the proposed method has been employed in multiple research protocols for
the visualization of fine nerve features with satisfactory results, proving its usefulness and
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value.
The vessel-suppression preparation presented in Journal Publication II can be used in

all types of nerve imaging protocols where small vessels with slow flow obscure nerve visu-
alization. This technique is, however, specific to certain relative vessel-to-nerve geometries
and requires careful planning for best results. The developed vessel-suppression prepara-
tion can be coupled with any imaging sequence, making it highly versatile in its application.
Coupled with a high isotropic resolution 3D TSE readout, as shown in the present work,
the proposed preparation can be used to visualize nerves along their long axes as well as
in transverse views for careful inspection for lesions or anomalies.

The phase-corrected diffusion-prepared 3D TSE in Journal Publication III is suitable
for clinical or research studies requiring functional nerve information. Given the sensi-
tivity of quantitative diffusion imaging to microstructural changes, the developed method
could provide valuable information in longitudinal studies as well as in evaluations that
take place before and after an invasive intervention. Further, the proposed method can be
used in conjunction with diffusion tensor imaging for the generation of fiber tracks. Most
valuable, the method can be used to perform the above-mentioned assessments in a high
isotropic resolution regime using large fields of view.
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